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ABSTRACT
The composition of forest communities and the distributions of individual tree species are
both strongly tied to climatic conditions through species-specific physiological tolerances to the
abiotic environment. As a result, spatial and temporal variation in climate, both natural and
anthropogenically induced, exert strong influence on tree species distributions and their adaptations
to local conditions. In order for trees, which are sessile, to persist in a rapidly changing
environment, genetic variation and/or phenotypic plasticity must be maintained to facilitate
adaptive evolution. While strong local adaptation to current climate has been reported for trees
sampled across broad spatial landscapes (e.g., latitude), few studies have investigated
microgeographic adaptation, or adaptation occurring within the dispersal neighborhood, despite the
common occurrence of tree populations distributed across steep fine-scale environmental gradients
(e.g., elevation). Understanding the spatial scale of local adaptation and the capacity for adaptive
evolution is a key issue under ongoing climate change, as many forest tree species become exposed
to climate conditions outside of their current adaptive optima.
In this dissertation, I used multidisciplinary approaches to investigate how climate shapes
biodiversity across and within forest tree species. I utilized a long-term forest tree inventory dataset
to examine how species composition along an elevational climate gradient in the northeastern
United States has responded to anthropogenic environmental change. I found that complex speciesspecific responses have led to an overall reduction in beta diversity in recent years, yielding a more
homogeneous community, with the combined effects of sulphate deposition and warming
temperatures being the two main drivers of this change. To assess how intraspecific diversity
responds to this elevational climate gradient, I focused on red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.), a
coniferous tree abundant in high elevation spruce-fir forests of Vermont and other cool,
mountainous locales throughout eastern North America. Utilizing population genetic techniques, I
found limited genetic structure in red spruce populations along elevational gradients, pointing to
extensive gene flow. However, divergent selection between elevations has been strong enough to
overcome high gene flow, allowing for local climatic adaptation in quantitative traits such as bud
phenology and cold tolerance. Finally, I established a common garden study replicated along an
elevational gradient of planting sites to test the spatial scale at which local adaptation to climate
and phenotypic plasticity occurs and quantified genetic variation for these processes. Significant
heritable genetic variation was found for both local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity in families
collected from fine- and broad-spatial scales for bud phenology and growth-related traits. Using
the transfer distance between family source and planting site climates to predict the response of
functional traits, I found strong evidence of local adaptation to source climate shaping bud
phenology traits among broad-scale families yet impacts of transfer distance on overall early-life
fitness were weak at both spatial scales. The magnitude of performance and bud phenology
plasticity was similar between spatial scales, and plasticity in phenology traits (from either scale)
did not confer a performance advantage.
Altogether, this work advances our understanding of how climate influences both the forest
and the trees, at timescales spanning decades, and at spatial scales from hundreds of kilometers to
the bottom versus the top of the same mountain. Understanding the drivers of forest community
structure and the evolutionary mechanisms that trees can implement to counter the effects of a
rapidly changing environment are imperative to help predict species responses to future climatic
and environmental change.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Trees are foundational components of forested ecosystems and provide extensive
ecological and economic value to forested landscapes (Ellison et al. 2005; SchulteUebbing & de Vries 2017). The species composition of forest communities and the
distributions of individual tree species are both strongly tied to climatic conditions
through species-specific physiological tolerances to the abiotic environment, including
temperature and water availability (Grubb 1977; Woodward & Williams 1987).
Consequently, trees are often sensitive to changes in their local climate (Bernier &
Schoene 2009; Seppälä et al. 2009). As a result, both natural and anthropogenically
induced climate changes have been observed to exert strong influence on tree species
distributions. Fossil pollen records for extant tree species indicate trees have undergone
geographical range shifts in response to historical climatic variation evident during
glacial-interglacial cycles and changes in precipitation and temperature during the
Quaternary period (Davis and Shaw 2001). Notably, these shifts have been documented
through poleward and upslope migrations in response to the natural interglacial periods
of warming (Davis and Shaw 2001; Davis 1983). This phenomenon has also been
recently observed in response to human induced climate warming in forest trees and other
organisms (Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Parmesan 2006; Boisvert-Marsh et al. 2019).
The effect of climate change on forest trees is predicted to be noticed first and
occur more strongly at the margins of species’ ranges, where populations experience their
physiological limits. This effect can be realized at both fine- (e.g., elevation) and broad-
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spatial scales (e.g., geographical distribution). For example, tree species that are part of
forest communities that are structured along an elevation gradient often span the range
between the low and high altitudinal limits of the species’s physiological adaptation to
climate. In the Appalachian Mountains of the northeastern United States, climate change
and atmospheric pollution have been documented as key factors affecting individual tree
species health and distributions, but empirical studies documenting elevational range
shifts have reported conflicting findings. Recent reports have demonstrated both up- and
down-slope movement of the boreal-deciduous ecotone reflected by changes in the
proportion of deciduous and boreal forest trees at elevational boundaries of the ecotone
(Beckage et al. 2008; Foster & D’Amato 2015) and trees display species-specific
distributional shifts rather than synchronous movements along the elevational gradient
(Wason and Dovciak 2017). Moreover, reductions in sulfur emissions mandated by the
Clean Air Act (1970) and its amendments (1990) have resulted in increases in the pH of
rainwater throughout the Northeast (Likens et al. 1996; Driscoll et al. 2001) but the
impacts on individual species and montane communities are still being resolved.
1.2 Evolutionary mechanisms behind tree species persistence and adaptation in
response to climate
The prevailing views of how tree populations will respond to climate change
include: persistence through range shifts, persistence through adaptations to new
conditions, or declining and going locally extinct (Aitken et al. 2008). In order for sessile
trees to persist in a rapidly changing environment, heritable genetic variation must be
maintained to facilitate adaptive evolution or phenotypic plasticity (Franks et al. 2014).
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Already, many plant populations have responded to environmental and climatic changes
through plasticity or evolution to enable populations to maximize fitness in response to
environmental heterogeneity (Franks et al. 2014).
Variation among populations in traits such as reproductive and vegetative
phenology, growth, and stress tolerance are frequently observed in common garden
experiments or forestry provenance trials, suggesting the action of natural selection
shaping the correlation between traits and environments (Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Bower
& Aitken 2006; Eckert et al. 2010). If sufficient genetic variation is present, divergent
selection can favor different phenotypes that maximize fitness under contrasting
environments, resulting in locally adapted populations (Davis & Shaw 2001; Savolainen
et al. 2013). Likewise, many individuals possess the ability to modify their phenotypes
developmentally in response to changes in environmental conditions, otherwise known
as phenotypic plasticity (Schlicting 1986, West-Eberhard 2003).
Reciprocal transplant and common garden experiments provide powerful
approaches to test not only for local adaptation and plasticity, but also how these
evolutionary mechanisms are impacted by changes in climate. The reciprocal transplant
experiment is the most common method to test for local adaptation, where populations
from different environments are transplanted into native (“home”) and non-native
(“away”) environments. Fitness is measured in each environment and used to determine
if divergent selection has shaped phenotypic variation in such a way to maximize fitness
in the local habitat (Kawecki and Ebert 2004). Common garden experiments can be used
in conjunction with reciprocal transplant studies or can stand alone. With this approach,
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individuals from distinct populations are grown in a homogeneous environment which
allows us to discern the genetic and environmental variance underlying trait
differentiation (Kawecki and Ebert 2004).
1.3 Spatial scale of local adaptation and plasticity
While local adaptation has been documented across both fine- and broad-scale
environmental gradients (Antonovics & Bradshaw 1970; Leimu & Fischer 2008; Keller
et al. 2011; Lind et al. 2017), population genetic theory suggests that adaptive
differentiation will be strongest when environmental gradients are steep and the
homogenizing effect of gene flow (i.e., the movement of genetic material through pollen
and/or seeds) is limited (Kawecki & Ebert 2004). Immigration of nonlocal alleles via
gene flow from nearby populations can reduce or constrain local adaptation by diluting
the frequency of locally adaptive alleles, resulting in a “migration load” of maladapted
individuals (Crespi 2000; Blanquart & Gandon 2011; Kremer et al. 2012). Thus, the
balance between the processes of gene flow and selection is particularly important in
determining the adaptive differentiation of populations, especially at fine-spatial scales
(ca. <10 km in trees). At fine scales, gene flow through pollen and seed has the potential
to prevent or dilute local adaptation unless selection is extremely strong, or some
isolating mechanism presents a barrier to the homogenizing effects of gene flow
(Richardson et al. 2014). In these latter cases, strong selection on locally optimal
phenotypes can allow for microgeographic adaptation, defined as local adaptation
occurring within the dispersal neighborhood of adjacent populations (Richardson et al.
2014). Recent studies have investigated microgeographic adaptation in plant species with
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low dispersal capabilities (e.g., Anderson et al. 2015), however this process is still not
well understood, especially in tree species with high dispersal capacity and abundant
genetic variation (Petit & Hampe 2006; Richardson et al. 2014).
In addition to the dispersal-selection balance, the relationship between gene flow
and environmental heterogeneity can also play a strong role in determining how
populations will survive in situ and respond to climate and environmental change. For
example, in fine-grained environments, in which abiotic and biotic pressures vary within
the dispersal neighborhood of the species, selection should favor phenotypic plasticity
over local adaptation. In these scenarios, where seedling establishment is likely to occur
in a habitat that is different from where it originated, the ability to display phenotypes
appropriate for local conditions can lead to increase probability of survival and overall
fitness. In contrast, local adaptation should be favored at broad-spatial scales where the
average dispersal distance is well within the grain of environmental heterogeneity.
Consequently, individuals are likely to experience similar environments and consistent
selection pressures across generations.
Montane ecosystems are a classic example of a complex landscape where abiotic
and biotic conditions differ over short (e.g., < 1 km) spatial distances, often within the
dispersal neighborhood of species. Across elevational gradients, climate and light
intensity vary in a dramatic, yet predictable way such that a 100m increase in elevation
is, on average, equivalent to a half-degree increase in latitude (Montgomery 2006). As a
result, these “natural experiments” are particularly valuable resources to investigate
ecological and evolutionary processes that occur over broad- (e.g., latitude) and fine-
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(e.g., elevation) spatial scales. Likewise, they can be utilized as a “space-for-time”
approach to quantify climatic impacts on species.
1.4 Focal species
Red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) is a long-lived conifer abundant in high-elevation
spruce-fir forests of Vermont and other cool, mountainous locales throughout eastern North
America (Blum 1990). The core of the species’ range is located in New England and
southeastern Canada; however, populations extend into the highest elevations of the
southern Appalachians (Little 1971). Throughout its range, red spruce has experienced a
large reduction in abundance as a result of anthropogenic activities (e.g., past logging, fire,
atmospheric pollution) (Perkins & Adams 1995; Schaberg & DeHayes 2000; Rentch et al.
2007) and may also face adaptive challenges associated with climate change (Blum 1990;
Stephenson 2013; Rentch et al. 2016). Beginning in the mid-1960s, this species
experienced a decline across its range in the eastern United States, with the most notable
observations of decline in the northeast, attributed to winter injury linked to acid
deposition-induced calcium (Ca) depletion (DeHayes et al. 1999; Schaberg & DeHayes
2000). In recent decades however, red spruce has recovered in the northeastern United
States through increased growth rates and biomass and recruitment in lower elevations
(Battles et al. 2003; Wason & Dovciak 2017; Wason et al. 2017; Kosiba et al. 2018).
Red spruce has low levels of genetic variation in comparison to other North
American conifer species and is likely sensitive to temperature warming (DeHayes &
Hawley 1992; Capblancq et al. 2020). For example, suitable habitat for red spruce in West
Virginia decreases precipitously for mean annual temperatures above 8.5°C, and summer
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temperature (e.g., mean July temperature) is an important factor controlling the distribution
and productivity of this species (Beane et al. 2013; Prasad et al. 2014). In some areas of its
range, red spruce may be able to potentially migrate vertically to higher elevations in the
face of a warming climate; however, assessment of the genetic basis of climate adaptation
and the influence of evolutionary dynamics structuring red spruce along elevational
gradients in montane ecosystems is imperative to evaluate the relative importance of
adaptation and migration during climate change (Neale & Kremer 2011; Savolainen et al.
2013).
1.5 Justification and objectives
Forested ecosystems are currently experiencing a period of unprecedented global
change, characterized not only by well-established anthropogenically driven changes in
climate, but also an array of other impacts including atmospheric pollution, changes in
land-use, biological invasions, and emerging pests and pathogens (De Vries, Reinds,
Gundersen, & Sterba, 2006; Peltzer et al., 2010; Vellend et al., 2007). These stressors
can act concurrently with climate change to positively and/or negatively affect the ability
of species to persist. Temperatures are predicted to rise across much of temperate and
boreal North America by the end of the 21st century (IPCC 2013), causing many tree
species to experience climate conditions beyond their current adaptive optima (Davis &
Shaw 2001; Parmesan 2006; Aitken et al. 2008). In Vermont specifically, climate models
predict a warming of approximately 3°C by 2050 and 5°C by the end of the 21st century
(Hayhoe et al. 2007; Guilbert et al. 2014).
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Because of the importance of forested ecosystems to carbon storage, biodiversity,
and human health and well-being, much effort has gone into understanding and
predicting forest tree responses to global change. However, these responses are
inherently complex and unfold over long (e.g., decadal) temporal scales and pose a
unique threat to long-lived, sessile trees. Likewise, addressing the issue of spatial scale
in adaptation of trees has assumed great importance for the conservation of forests under
anthropogenic climate change. Red spruce is currently the focus of a large multi-agency
effort aimed at restoring red spruce forests to their pre-industrial distribution
(http://applcc.org/). Yet, few studies have addressed the capacity for short-term response
to selection, which can be indicative of local responses of trees to climate change, nor
the spatial scale of local adaptation, which can be an important consideration for forest
conservation and restoration efforts.
In this dissertation, I used a multidisciplinary approach to investigate how climate
change shapes biodiversity across and within forest tree species. I had three specific aims:
(1) Ascertain the impacts of contemporary climate change and atmospheric deposition on
forest community turnover; (2) Investigate if gene flow impedes natural selection along
steep environmental gradients that occur across a microgeographic scale; and (3) Test the
spatial scale at which local adaptation to climate and phenotypic plasticity occur in red
spruce.
I addressed each of these goals using three empirical studies, described in detail
in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. In Chapter 2, I utilized a long-term forest tree inventory dataset to
examine how species composition along an elevational climate gradient has responded to
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anthropogenic environmental change. In Chapter 3, I investigated evidence for gene flow
and adaptive trait differentiation at fine spatial scales along parallel elevational gradients
on two Vermont mountains – Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield. To establish whether
the trait variation observed was shaped by selection beyond what could be expected from
neutral processes such as gene flow and drift, I grew and measured plants in a common
garden environment and applied formal tests for adaptive trait differentiation against a null
model of genetic drift. Lastly, in Chapter 4, I investigated how genetic and phenotypic
diversity within red spruce has been shaped at various spatial scales in response to climateassociated natural selection using trees grown from seed collected across similar climatic
gradients but from contrasting spatial scales and planted into a series of replicated common
gardens located across a gradient of low to mid to high elevations.
I found warming temperatures and sulphate deposition are two main drivers of
changes in northeastern forest community composition and species responses are
individualistic rather than coordinated. In red spruce populations located along elevational
gradients, fine-scale climate selection is strong enough to counter extensive gene flow to
allow for local adaptation along the elevational gradients, particularly for traits associated
with the end of the growing season on Mount Mansfield. And lastly, while families from
fine- and broad-spatial scales have genetic variation for local adaptation and plasticity,
evidence of local adaptation was weak and there were no significant differences phenotypic
plasticity among scales.
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CHAPTER 2: LONG-TERM MONITORING REVEALS FOREST TREE
COMMUNITY CHANGE DRIVEN BY ATMOSPHERIC SULFATE
POLLUTION AND CONTEMPORARY CLIMATE CHANGE
2.1 Abstract
Aim: Montane environments are sentinels of global change, providing unique opportunities
to assess impacts on species diversity. Multiple anthropogenic stressors such as climate
change and atmospheric pollution may act concurrently or synergistically in restructuring
communities. Thus, a major challenge for conservation is untangling the relative
importance of different stressors. Here, we combine long-term monitoring with
multivariate community modeling to estimate the anthropogenic drivers shaping forest tree
diversity along an elevational gradient.
Location: Camels Hump Mountain, Vermont, USA
Methods: We used Generalized Dissimilarity Modelling (GDM) to model spatial and
temporal turnover in beta diversity along an elevational gradient over a 50-year period and
tested for spatiotemporal shifts in density and elevational distribution of individual species.
GDMs were used to predict community turnover as non-linear functions of changes in
elevation, climate, and atmospheric pollution.
Results: We observed significant shifts in elevational range and density of individual
species, which contributed to an overall reduction in the elevational gradient in beta
diversity through time. GDMs showed the combined effects of sulfate deposition and
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temperature as drivers of this temporal reduction in beta diversity. Spatiotemporal changes
differed among species, with shifts observed both up and downslope. For example, in a
reversal of a previous upslope range contraction, red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) increased
in density and shifted downslope since the 1990’s, occupying warmer, drier climates.
Main conclusion: Our results demonstrate that global change is impacting the stratification
of forest tree diversity along elevational gradients, but the responses of individual species
are complex and variable in direction. We suggest abiotic drivers may directly impact
individual species while also indirectly altering species interactions along elevational
gradients. Our approach modelling the drivers of compositional turnover quantifies the rate
and amount of change in beta diversity along environmental gradients and serves as a
powerful complement to studying species-specific responses.
2.2 Introduction
Understanding the impacts of contemporary global change on the diversity of forest
tree communities represents a critical challenge for conservation biologists, as trees are
foundational components of terrestrial ecosystems that provide extensive ecological and
economic value (Ellison et al., 2005; Myneni et al., 2001). Both forest tree community
composition and the distribution of individual species are strongly tied to climatic
conditions through species-specific physiological tolerances to the abiotic environment,
including temperature and water availability (Grubb, 1977; Woodward & Williams, 1987).
As such, anthropogenically induced climate changes can exert strong influences on forest
tree distribution and the biodiversity of forest communities. Climate-driven range shifts
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have been documented through poleward and upslope migrations in response to warming
temperatures (Parmesan, 2006; Parmesan & Yohe, 2003). However, poleward range shifts
depend upon dispersal over large geographic distances. In contrast, montane forest
communities are more sensitive to global change because steep environmental gradients
compress variation in climate and other stressors that occur over relatively short spatial
scales (e.g., Beckage, Osborne, Gavin, Pucko, Siccama, & Perkins, 2008; Kelly &
Goulden, 2008; Walther, Beißner, & Burga, 2005).
While plant taxa have demonstrated the ability to track suitable climatic conditions
(e.g., Martínez-Meyer & Peterson, 2006), species responses are often a manifestation of
interactions with other agents including atmospheric pollution, land-use history, and other
biota (Bytnerowicz, Omasa, & Paoletti, 2007; Peltzer, Allen, Lovett, Whitehead, &
Wardle, 2010; Tylianakis, Didham, Bascompte, & Wardle, 2008; Walther, 2010). For
example, in the northeastern United States atmospheric pollution has become a critical
environmental stress in forested ecosystems as a result of anthropogenic activities
dramatically increasing nitrogen and sulfate deposition compared to pre-industrial levels
(Clark et al., 2018; Driscoll et al., 2001). Elevated acidic atmospheric deposition increases
the leaching of base plant nutrient cations and mobilizes aluminum (Al) in the soil of
forested ecosystems, which results in long-lasting consequences of soil acidification and a
cation imbalance in plant photosynthetic tissue (Driscoll et al., 2001). Consequently,
atmospheric pollution can compound the effects of climate change to alter tree physiology
and the competitive regime within the forest tree community, causing shifts in species
composition that may not strictly correspond to prevailing climate change predictions.
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In the Appalachian Mountains of the northeastern United States, empirical studies
documenting elevational range shifts have reported conflicting findings. For example, the
temperate-boreal ecotone (TBE) – the transition zone from lower elevation hardwood
forests to higher elevation spruce-fir coniferous forests– occurs over a relatively small
spatial scale (e.g., ~100m) in which community composition changes rapidly with
elevation relative to higher or lower elevations. The location of this transition is thought to
be largely driven by climatic factors such as mean summer temperature (Allen &
Breshears, 1998; Cogbill & White, 1991), yet the location of the TBE has been shown to
have moved both up and downslope across the region, suggesting drivers other than climate
alone are influencing the location of the ecotone (Beckage et al., 2008; Foster & D’Amato,
2015). Part of the variable position of the ecotone may be attributable to red spruce (Picea
rubens Sarg.), a long-lived conifer common in high-elevation forests throughout eastern
North America (Blum, 1990). This species has been heavily impacted by past logging and
fire (Oosting & Billings, 1951; Rentch, Schuler, Ford, & Nowacki, 2007), warming
temperatures (Blum 1900; Hamburg & Cogbill, 1988), and atmospheric pollution
(Schaberg & DeHayes, 2000). Beginning in the mid-1960s, P. rubens showed a regional
decline in the northeast (Johnson, Cook, & Siccama, 1988; Siccama, Bliss, & Vogelmann,
1982; Vogelmann, Perkins, Badger, & Klein, 1988) attributed to winter foliar injury linked
to acid deposition-induced calcium (Ca) depletion (DeHayes, Schaberg, Hawley, &
Strimbeck, 1999; Schaberg & DeHayes, 2000). While recent reports suggest P. rubens is
making a recovery (Battles, Fahey, Siccama, & Johnson, 2003; Kosiba, Schaberg,
Rayback, & Hawley, 2018; Wason & Dovciak, 2017), it is unknown how climate and/or
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atmospheric deposition have impacted forest tree community composition as a whole
across the elevational gradient encompassing the ecotone.
Investigating patterns of biodiversity along environmental gradients often focuses
on modeling either individual species or higher-level entities in aggregate, such as
ecosystems, vegetation functional types, or communities (Beckage et al., 2008; Ferrier,
2002; Wason & Dovciak, 2017). An alternative approach involves modeling emergent
properties of these communities as they change, or “turnover”, along geographical and
environmental gradients (Ferrier, Manion, Elith, & Richardson, 2007). Turnover is related
to the concept of beta diversity, which quantifies differences in community composition
between samples. Turnover can be thought of as the rate of change in beta diversity
through either space or time (e.g. Blois, Williams, Fitzpatrick, Jackson, & Ferrier, 2013)
and can be modeled as pairwise changes in species composition (e.g., dissimilarity) among
sampling points as a function of their differences along one or more environmental
gradients. As such, high turnover suggests community diversity is structured through space
or time by one or more environmental drivers, while low turnover is indicative of a more
homogenous or stable community. A benefit of modeling beta diversity is that it captures
changes in the diversity of the system as a whole, including all available data across all
species, regardless of the number of records per species, and including the contribution
from rare species that may be difficult to model individually. Moreover, this approach does
not assume species will respond in a cohesive way to environmental and climatic change.
Thus, modeling turnover along spatially and temporally changing environmental gradients
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can quantify emergent properties of biological responses to global change and serves as a
powerful complement to studying species-specific responses.
Forest tree community responses to global change are complex and extend over
long temporal periods as a result of slow migration rates and the long-life span of trees.
While anthropogenic stressors are known to impact forest tree species and communities,
estimating the relative importance of different stressors driving community change is
critical for the conservation of beta diversity. In this study, we couple multivariate
modeling of biodiversity turnover with data from long-term monitoring of forest
communities along an elevational gradient in the northeastern United States. Specifically,
we seek to (1) characterize how the elevational gradient in forest composition has shifted
over a 50-year period, both in terms of beta diversity and the distribution and density of
individual species, and (2) determine the environmental drivers contributing to temporal
changes in forest tree community composition and how these drivers may be differentially
impacting low versus high elevation forest communities. Collectively, the use of a
multivariate approach with long-term inventory data allowed us to unravel the drivers of
beta diversity turnover along spatial and temporal environmental gradients in northeastern
forests.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Study area and monitoring study
In northeastern North America, montane forest communities are structured along
an elevational gradient in three relatively distinct zones (Siccama, 1974; Figure 2.1a).
Below ~730 m above sea level (a.s.l.), northern hardwood forests dominate, comprised of
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sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.), American beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.), and
yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britton). At higher elevations (above ~850m a.s.l.),
spruce-fir forests comprised of P. rubens and balsam fir (Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.)
dominate, with a transition from northern hardwoods to boreal forests occurring across a
narrow elevational zone (TBE) between ~730-850m a.s.l. At higher elevations, Ab.
balsamea becomes increasingly abundant with elevation, forming nearly pure stands above
~1100m.
In 1964, a long-term forest monitoring study was established on Camels Hump, a
1248m peak in the Green Mountains of Vermont (44°19’ N, 72°53’ W). Prior to the mid1950’s, there was selective logging in the low elevation hardwood forests, but cutting was
absent in the study area (Siccama, 1974; Vogelmann, Badger, Bliss, & Klein, 1985;
Whitney 1988). Inventory stands were established at intervals of approximately 60m along
an elevational gradient from 549 to 1,159m on the mountain’s western slope (Siccama
1974). Stands were systematically established to have an unbiased sampling of the plant
distribution along the elevation transect. At each stand (N=11), five to ten permanently
marked survey plots, each 3.0 x 30.5m, were placed parallel to each other and roughly
perpendicular to the contour line (separated by approximately 6m), so that each plot has a
unique elevation value. There are ten plots per stand below 884m and five plots per stand
above this elevation to maintain a westerly aspect. Within each plot (N=85), species
identity and diameter at breast height (dbh; 1.37m above ground) of all woody stems > 2cm
dbh were recorded during each of nine census years (1965, 1979, 1983, 1986, 1990, 1995,
2000, 2004, 2015).
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2.3.2 Environmental data
Environmental predictors of biodiversity turnover were chosen based on their
known or predicted influence on forest tree distributions in northeastern montane
ecosystems. High-resolution climate data are not available at the fine spatial scale of our
sampling (a linear distance of ~2.5km). Therefore, we extrapolated plot-level climate data
by calculating lapse rates based on daily summaries of temperature and total precipitation
(rain and snow meltwater equivalent) from NOAA Climate Data for Burlington
International Airport (100.6m elevation, 44.46°N, 73.14°W) and the summit of Mount
Mansfield (1204m elevation, 44.52°N, 72.81°W), a nearby peak north of Camels Hump in
the Green Mountains (data available from https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov; Figure 2.1b). Daily
mean temperatures were calculated as the mean of the daily minimum and maximum
temperature and were subsequently used to calculate mean annual temperature at each
station. Likewise, daily precipitation values were summed to estimate annual precipitation
(Figure S2.1). For each census year, we applied linear extrapolation (i.e., a lapse rate)
between the low and high elevation climate stations to assign an estimated mean annual
temperature and annual precipitation value to each inventory plot, based on its elevation
(see Beckage et al. 2008; Siccama 1974). On average, temperature decreased by 0.53°C
and precipitation increased by 9.4cm for every 100m increase in elevation. It should be
noted that the precipitation lapse rate does not account for precipitation input from cloud
deposition, which can be significant at high elevations (Siccama 1974). Temperature lapse
rates estimated by extrapolation closely matched rates based on direct temperature
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measurements along the transect during 2017 (J. Butnor, personal communication). Across
the nine censuses, the mean annual temperature and annual precipitation averaged across
the entire elevational gradient on Camels Hump ranged from 2.38 - 4.31°C and from 117 203cm, respectively.
We obtained regional atmospheric pollutant nitrogen (combined NO3- and NH4+,
hereafter N) and sulfate (SO42-, hereafter S) data from the bulk precipitation collection at
Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF; Watershed 1, Thorton, NH) spanning years
1965-2014 (Likens 2017) and from Mt. Mansfield (Underhill, VT) spanning from 19842018 (data available from http://nadp.slh.wisc.edu; Figure 2.1b) The Mt. Mansfield site is
closest in proximity to Camels Hump, but the data do not encompass all census years.
Therefore, we used the HBEF data, which is regionally proximate to our study site and
includes the earliest census years from our monitoring study, to establish the correlation of
pollutant N and S based on calendar year means between the two sites. Data from the two
sites were strongly correlated across time (N: Pearson’s r = 0.89; S: Pearson’s r = 0.93;
both P < 0.0001), so we used HBEF data to estimate annual mean pollutant N and S for the
missing years of 1965, 1979, and 1983 at Mt. Mansfield using linear regression (VT_N=
0.54 + 0.81(HBEF_N); VT_S= 0.08 + 0.9(HBEF_S); Figure S2.1).
2.3.3 Generalized Dissimilarity Modeling (GDM)
In order to test for spatial and temporal changes in the forest tree community, we
fit Generalized Dissimilarity Models (GDMs) using the ‘gdm’ package in R (Manion, Lisk,
Ferrier, Nieto-Lugilde, Mokany, & Fitzpatrick, 2018; R Development Core Team, 2017).
GDM is a multivariate form of nonlinear matrix regression that uses monotonic I-splines
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and generalized linear modelling to model turnover in biological composition (or biological
dissimilarity) between sites as a function of environmental and geographic distances
(Ferrier et al., 2007). This technique models complex ecological changes in community
structure by using flexible splines to individually transform each predictor variable to
provide the maximum likelihood fit between pairwise environmental and compositional
dissimilarities (Ferrier et al., 2007). Unlike other community modeling approaches, GDM
does not assume species respond similarly to environmental and climatic changes.
Response matrices were constructed using pairwise dissimilarity in species
abundance (i.e., absolute number of individuals/sample) using the Bray-Curtis index of
pairwise dissimilarity (dij), defined as the difference in absolute abundance of each species
occurring in sample (i) compared to sample (j) divided by the total species abundance
between both samples (Bray & Curtis, 1957). We performed two types of GDMs: 1) spatial
GDMs that analyzed dissimilarity between survey plots (N=85) across the elevational
transect within each census year, and 2) temporal GDMs that analyzed dissimilarity of
transects across the census years (N=9). For the spatial GDMs, we used pairwise
elevational differences between survey plots to create a single predictor matrix (per year)
to analyze shifts in forest tree community zonation along the spatial elevational gradient.
For the temporal GDMs, we used pairwise temporal differences across census years in
climate (mean annual temperature and total annual precipitation) and atmospheric pollution
(pollutant N and S) to create predictor matrices that analyze shifts in community
composition through time as a function of changing climate and atmospheric deposition.
To investigate temporal turnover across the entire transect, we pooled the inventory data
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from all plots within each year and averaged mean annual temperature and annual
precipitation across the entire elevational gradient to yield a single mean value for each
climate predictor variable per year; pollutant N and S consisted of single estimates per year
and therefore did not require averaging. To investigate if temporal turnover was different
for low vs. high elevation communities, we used the distribution of species abundance
across the elevational gradient in 1965 as a baseline to evenly parse the inventory data into
a low elevation forest (549-825m) and high elevation forest (865-1159m). Similar to the
previous temporal model, we averaged mean annual temperature and annual precipitation
per year for each elevation group, and the annual pollutant N and S estimates were used
for both elevation groups within a year.
Fitted I-spline turnover functions from GDMs provide two types of information: 1)
the shape of the splines indicate the rate of forest tree community change explained by the
position along the environmental gradient(s), and 2) the maximum height of the spline
indicates the overall magnitude of turnover (i.e., total beta diversity) explained by the
gradient (Ferrier et al., 2007). The amount of dissimilarity in species composition between
any two points on the environmental gradient is reflected by their corresponding difference
along the turnover function, with dissimilarity (i.e., beta diversity) accumulating
monotonically. Thus, cumulative beta diversity represents the total amount of dissimilarity
explained across the environmental gradient. Furthermore, turnover functions can have
different heights even if the two most distant sampling points are comprised of completely
different species. This is attributable to differences in the importance of a given
environmental gradient in explaining variation in dissimilarity between pairs of samples.
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For each predictor variable, the asymptotic maximum value of the I-spline turnover
function was used to quantify the relative contribution of that predictor in explaining forest
tree community turnover. We also assessed model and predictor variable significance using
matrix permutation (N = 1000 replicates) and estimated the importance of each predictor
by quantifying the decrease in percent deviance explained by a particular variable when it
was randomly permuted among the samples (Ferrier et al., 2007). Minimal adequate
models were obtained by permuting one variable at a time and reassessing variable
importance and significance. At each step, the least important variable was dropped to
eliminate non-significant predictors (Manion et al., 2018).
2.3.4 Species-level responses
To better understand the response of individual species over the sampling period,
we compared the density (number of woody stems > 2cm dbh/m2) of four dominant canopy
species, including two broadleaf species common in the low elevation northern hardwood
forest (Ac. saccharum and F. grandifolia) and two coniferous species common in the high
elevation boreal forest (P. rubens and Ab. balsamea) across the elevational gradient for
three census periods (1965, 1990, and 2015). Likewise, significance of rank shifts in
median elevation and density between these years were tested using Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests adjusted within species using Bonferroni corrections to account for the multiple
temporal comparisons performed (a = 0.05/3 = 0.02).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Forest tree community and species turnover along an elevational gradient
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Spatial GDMs showed that the single spatial predictor of elevation was sufficient
to explain between 53.53-63.01% of the overall deviance in forest tree community
composition for each census period (Figure 2.2). The rate of compositional turnover in
GDM was not constant but rather varied non-linearly along the elevational gradient (Figure
2.2a). The highest rate of turnover occurred between 800-900m elevation, the area
encompassing the temperate-boreal ecotone, as indicated by the inflection point of each
spline. At higher and lower elevations, the rate of turnover decreased, with the least amount
of turnover observed at the ends of the gradient (e.g., between 549-650m and 1000-1159m)
where biological communities changed relatively little with elevation. While the non-linear
pattern of turnover in forest communities with elevation was similar over time, the overall
magnitude of beta diversity explained by elevation, as indicated by the maximum height of
each spline, was variable across years. Notably, elevational stratification of beta diversity
diminished significantly over time (R2 = 0.836, P = 0.002) and was most reduced by the
2015 census, indicating a recent reduction in community structure across the elevation
gradient (Figure 2.2b).
Temporal shifts in beta diversity with respect to elevation were accompanied by
changes in the density of the most common tree species at low elevations (Ac. saccharum,
F. grandifolia) and high elevations (P. rubens, and Ab. balsamea). In the 1965 census, the
combined density of these four species within the TBE was low, resulting in a greater
representation of non-dominant species within the ecotone and a more distinct separation
between temperate deciduous trees at lower elevations and boreal coniferous trees at higher
elevations (Figure 2.3). This separation lessened in later census periods (1990, 2015), as
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the densities of P. rubens, F. grandifolia, and Ab. balsamea constituted an increasingly
larger portion of the ecotone community and the elevation gradient in beta diversity became
more homogenized (Figure 2.2).
Elevational shifts in the range and density of individual species were also evident
across the census period (see Appendix S1; Table S2.1). Among low elevation species,
increases in density and upslope shifts in elevation were evident for F. grandifolia, while
Ac. saccharum experienced a decline in density since 1965 but maintained a stable
elevational range (Figure 2.4). While Ac. saccharum density continuously decreased over
time, the most notable changes were between 1965 and 1990 (P < 0.0001) and between
1965 and 2015 (P < 0.0001). Significant increases in F. grandifolia density were
observed between 1965 and 2015 (P = 0.0004) and between 1990 and 2015 (P < 0.0001),
while there was a temporary insignificant decline between 1965 and 1990 (P = 0.2196).
At higher elevations, Ab. balsamea showed temporal stability in elevation with an
increase in density between 1990 and 2015 (P = 0.014), while P. rubens experienced a
trend toward range contraction between 1965 and 1990, shifting its median elevation 34m
upslope (P = 0.0239, n.s. after Bonferroni correction). However, by the 2015 census, P.
rubens had reversed this range contraction, and occurred at lower elevations than in 1990
(P = 0.014) or any previous census period (Figure 2.4). This elevational shift was
mirrored by a significant decrease in density between 1965 and 1990 (P = 0.0007)
followed by a significant increase between 1990 and 2015 (P = 0.0006).
2.4.2 Anthropogenic influences on temporal forest tree community change
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We used temporal GDMs to elucidate potential anthropogenic drivers of forest tree
community change across the 50-year study period. In all temporal GDMs, variation in
annual precipitation and pollutant N were not identified as significant predictors during
model selection and were subsequently removed. However, variation in pollutant S and
mean annual temperature were both significant predictors in explaining forest tree
community turnover through time when considering the whole mountain (i.e., all plots
pooled) Table 2.1). When analyzing temporal GDMs separately for high and low elevation
plots, pollutant S and mean annual temperature were again significant predictors of
composition turnover through time for low elevation forests (Figure 2.5). In contrast, while
climate and atmospheric deposition contributed to explaining compositional turnover in
high elevation forests, the overall model and individual predictors were not significant
(Table 2.1). In both the whole-mountain and low elevation temporal models, pollutant S
was found to be the most important driver of turnover (Table 2.1; Figure 2.5). Turnover
was strongest as temporal differences in pollutant S increased and gradually saturated at
the highest pollutant S concentrations (4 mg/L) (Figure 2.5a, e). In contrast, turnover was
moderate and showed little sign of saturation in response to temporal differences in
temperature over the last 50 years.
2.5 Discussion
Forested ecosystems are experiencing a period of unprecedented global change,
characterized not only by well-established anthropogenically driven changes in climate,
but also an array of other impacts including atmospheric pollution, changes in land-use,
biological invasions, and emerging pests and pathogens (De Vries, Reinds, Gundersen, &
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Sterba, 2006; Peltzer et al., 2010; Vellend et al., 2007). Because of the importance of
forested ecosystems to carbon storage, biodiversity, and human health and well-being,
much effort has gone into understanding and predicting forest tree responses to global
change, but these responses are inherently complex and unfold over long (e.g., decadal)
temporal scales. Our study highlights the benefits of coupling long-term monitoring of
forest communities distributed across steep elevational gradients with multivariate
biodiversity modeling techniques to quantify community and species-level responses to
different anthropogenic stressors. Our results suggest that global change is affecting the
composition of montane forest communities in northeastern North America through a
combination of atmospheric sulfate pollution and climate warming. Below we discuss these
findings with regard to the unique insights afforded by long-term studies of global change
impacts on biodiversity patterns that occur locally across steep environmental gradients.
We also highlight additional considerations for future work, including the need to
experimentally assess the importance of different drivers contributing to species
distributional change and density.
2.5.1 Long-term studies of forest communities along elevational gradients reveal
drivers of global change
Species range shifts to higher elevations have been correlated with rising
temperatures, both in the past from natural climatic warming (Davis & Shaw, 2001) and
more recently with human-induced warming (Parmesan, 2006; Parmesan & Yohe, 2003).
The use of elevational gradients is a powerful approach to investigate variation in
community composition and range shifts because climate, and therefore climatically
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determined species distributions, change dramatically across relatively fine spatial scales,
thus providing unique insights into climate change impacts on biodiversity distribution
(e.g., Brusca et al., 2013; Kelly & Goulden, 2008; Walther, Beißner, & Burga, 2005).
Similar studies have documented elevational shifts in range along fine-scale gradients, but
typically do so comparing a pair of discrete census periods (e.g., Damschen, Harrison, &
Grace, 2010; Savage & Vellend, 2015; Scherrer, Massy, Meier, Vittoz, & Guisan, 2017).
Our study is unique in providing replicated censuses conducted on the same longterm monitoring plots arrayed across a steep elevational gradient over the course of 50
years. We observed an overall reduction in beta diversity across the elevation gradient in
the latest census (2015), reflecting a more homogeneous forest tree community than
previously reported. Homogenization of the spatial components of species diversity
would be an anticipated consequence of synchronous upslope movement of forest
species, as might be predicted from expectations of climate warming alone, but we found
little evidence for coordinated upslope shifts in species ranges (Figure 2.4). Rather, shifts
in elevational range and density appeared less cohesive and unique to individual species
(e.g. Pucko, Beckage, Perkins, & Keeton, 2011; Wason & Dovciak 2017), with higher
densities of common low elevation species such as F. grandifolia occupying the
temperate-boreal ecotone while high elevation species such as P. rubens have expanded
downslope, both contributing to increased homogenization and decreased separation of
community composition along the elevational gradient.
Our multivariate temporal GDM analysis strongly points to joint effects of sulfate
deposition and temperature as drivers of this temporal change in beta diversity, with the
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greatest changes over time occurring paradoxically at lower elevations (Figure 2.5).
Notably, sulfate pollution was found to be the most important driver of temporal forest tree
community turnover, which highlights the slow recovery of forests from the accumulated
legacy effects of atmospheric pollution (Driscoll et al., 2001). Previous studies conducted
on Camels Hump and throughout the northeastern region have investigated the effects of
climate change on forest communities (e.g., (Beckage et al., 2008; Tang & Beckage, 2010),
and the contribution of climate and atmospheric pollution on range shifts and growth of
individual species (e.g., Kosiba, Schaberg, Rayback, & Hawley, 2017, 2018; Wason &
Dovciak, 2017; Wason, Dovciak, Beier, & Battles, 2017). Our results corroborate these
other studies in finding temporal changes in species densities and distributions, but we are
the first to parse out the joint effects of different anthropogenic influences on forest tree
community turnover.
The temporal parsing of anthropogenic drivers of changes in beta diversity has led
to some novel insights. For example, warming temperatures were previously implicated in
models of temporal changes in the elevational position of the ecotone on Camels Hump
(Beckage et al., 2008) and our results further confirm the importance of temperature.
Additionally, we identified atmospheric pollution loading as a driver of community change,
which is known to have detrimental impacts on below- and above-ground processes in
plants. Because Ca plays a critical role in plant carbon regulation and stress response
systems, environmental Ca depletion induced by atmospheric pollution can lead to plant
Ca deficiencies that predispose trees to decline- often following exposure to a secondary
stressor (Schaberg, DeHayes, & Hawley, 2001; Schaberg, Miller, & Eager, 2010). Decline
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symptoms associated with acid deposition-associated Ca deficiency have been noted in
multiple species including P. rubens (Hawley, Schaberg, Eagar, & Borer, 2006), Ac.
saccharum (Huggett, Schaberg, Hawley, & Eagar, 2007), paper birch (Betula
papyrifera Marsh.; Halman, Schaberg, Hawley, & Hansen, 2011), and yellow
birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britt.; Halman, Schaberg, Hawley, Hansen, & Fahey, 2015).
Likewise, a recent study found Ab. balsamea growth is sensitive to precipitation pH, but
the mechanism underlying this sensitivity is unknown (Wason et al. 2017). Considering
the dominance of these species in montane ecosystems across the region, the change in
health and productivity attributed to atmospheric pollution likely played a major role in
shifting the ecological community over the past 50 years. Atmospheric pollution has
decreased since its regional peak in the mid-1990s and the passing of the Clean Air Act
and subsequent Amendments (Driscoll et al., 2001; Likens, Driscoll, & Buso, 1996).
However, it should be noted that the decline in pollution has been more dramatic and
consistent for S deposition (4 to 0.4mg/L) in comparison to N deposition (1.95 to
1.15mg/L), which could explain the importance of this atmospheric pollutant in explaining
species turnover.
The lack of high elevation response to changes in atmospheric pollution and climate
was unexpected given the increased rates of climate warming, atmospheric deposition, and
winter injury that occurs at high elevation (Cogbill & Likens, 1974; Lazarus, Schaberg,
Hawley, & DeHayes, 2006), and the expected upslope shift in the ecotone (Beckage et al.,
2008). This may reflect the limitation of forest species establishment and survival at high
elevations because of high abiotic stress. Likewise, species richness has been shown to
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peak at mid-elevations (e.g., Kessler, Kluge, Hemp, & Ohlemüller, 2011; Rahbek, 2004;
Siccama 1974), and is generally decreasing towards high elevations. As a result, high
elevation forests have lower forest tree species diversity that could result in inherently less
observed turnover through time compared to low elevation forests. This appears to be a
likely explanation for the finding of significant turnover in temporal GDMs for low but not
high elevation communities, as low elevation plots shifted in species dominance through
time while also receiving new establishment from higher elevation species.
Had our analysis been confined to a single pair of census periods, or if monitoring
had ceased after the early 2000s, we would have missed the important effects of both
atmospheric pollution and temperature at lower elevations, as well as the downslope shifts
in P. rubens and the homogenization of the temperate-boreal ecotone. Continued
monitoring is critical to document further shifts in the forest community as the environment
and climate change in a complex, multivariate manner. However, a caveat of our statistical
approach is that we are unable to explicitly account for time-lagged responses to a
particular environmental driver. Therefore, the value of our temporal GDMs is on parsing
the relative importance of different drivers of compositional turnover as observed across
the entire study period rather than between any pair of census years. An additional
complication is the potential for spatial and temporal autocorrelation to influence our
results. GDM can accommodate this by including geographic (temporal) distance as a
covariable, but in our dataset, this created collinearity with environmental predictors.
While the shift in community composition could result from natural succession,
manipulative experiments have shown the direct effects of atmospheric pollution on forest
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tree physiology and health (Schaberg, Minocha, Long, Halman, Hawley, & Eagar, 2011)
which provides additional evidence that sulfate deposition is a major driver of forest
community change.
2.5.2 Potential drivers of the downslope movement of a high elevation species
The spatiotemporal changes of P. rubens are not unique to Camels Hump, but are
reflective of regional change occurring throughout the northeastern U.S. in recent decades
(Battles et al., 2003; Foster & D’Amato, 2015; Wason & Dovciak, 2017). For example,
Foster & D’Amato (2015) observed a downslope shift in the ecotone across the region with
several decades of remote sensing and validated that P. rubens was a species contributing
to the shift with forest inventory data. Likewise, Wason & Dovciak (2017) used a plotbased approach to characterize tree demography at a single time point across the region
and also found downslope movement of P. rubens. Our study corroborates these recent
findings, but unlike previous studies does so by directly documenting temporal shifts in
community beta diversity and individual species distributions. The repeated and robust
pattern of P. rubens migration across different spatial and temporal scales suggests that
warming temperatures are unlikely to be the direct cause of the downslope movement.
Instead, changes in other anthropogenic stressors such as atmospheric pollution, land-use
history, and possibly direct or indirect effects of biotic interactions with other species may
explain the elevational shifts observed.
The decline of P. rubens in the northeastern U.S. began in the mid-1960s and was
attributed to winter-injury induced by atmospheric pollution (Schaberg & DeHayes, 2000).
Recent studies of P. rubens however, document a recovery of the species throughout the
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region, evidenced by increased growth rates as a result of warming temperatures and
reduced atmospheric deposition (Kosiba et al., 2018; Wason et al., 2017). Warming
temperatures and the gradual overcoming of physiological impairments following
reductions in pollution loading may suggest that P. rubens has been released from its period
of decline. Recovery from harvesting during the mid-19th and early 20th centuries (Oosting
& Billings, 1951; Whitney 1988) may also partly explain the downslope movement of P.
rubens. While extensive logging did not occur in our study area, harvesting in the
surrounding forest may have reduced recruitment through dispersal at lower elevations.
Thus, the absence of P. rubens from lower elevation sites on Camels Hump until the most
recent census may further reflect natural successional dynamics. There were relatively few
trees in the low elevation forest on Camels Hump during the late 20th century (.3) and the
surviving trees would have had to overcome the physiological impairments that reduced
their regenerative capacity. Picea rubens is a late-successional, shade tolerant species, and
as a result, the reproduction and spread of the migration front into low elevations that we
document in this study was likely a slow process.
Importantly, this spread into lower elevations is not an expansion of P. rubens into
previously unoccupied climates, but rather likely reflects the re-colonization of its historic
niche. Records of mature Picea witness trees from pre-settlement surveys (1620-1825)
indicate that P. rubens historically occupied lower elevations (< 850m) across the
northeastern United States (Thompson, Carpenter, Cogbill, & Foster, 2013). While precise
climate data are not available for these years, we obtained historical mean annual
temperature and annual precipitation from 1895-1950 (data available from http://
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prism.oregonstate.edu/), a period before the realized influence of human-induced climate
change, to characterize the climate occupied by these historical trees. During this time,
temperature and precipitation ranged from 2.44 to 10.26°C and from 85.1 to 149.08cm,
respectively. On Camels Hump in 2015, low elevation (< 822m) P. rubens experienced a
range in mean annual temperature and precipitation between 4.24 to 5.86°C and 127 to
145cm, respectively, that are within the historical range experienced by this species.
While our analyses implicated climate and atmospheric pollution as explaining
temporal shifts, we cannot rule out many correlated effects, including biotic interactions.
Species occurring along elevational gradients often span the lower and upper margins of
their physiological tolerances, wherein the lower margin is defined by antagonistic species
interactions (e.g., competition, herbivory) and the upper margin is largely regulated by
abiotic stress (Bertness & Callaway, 1994; Brooker & Callaghan, 1998). A reduction in
lower margin competition due to climatic changes adversely affecting one of the two
interacting species could allow for an expansion of the realized niche into unoccupied
regions of the fundamental niche for a species with a distribution biotically limited at its
lower margin (Lenoir et al., 2010). Our results demonstrate that P. rubens is able to
establish and survive in the warmer and drier conditions found at lower elevations on
Camels Hump, and there is ongoing potential for expansion of P. rubens into low
elevations, possibly because of a reduction in the abundance of Ac. Saccharum or another
low elevation species experiencing decline (Bishop et al., 2015; Gavin, Beckage, &
Osborne, 2008). However, while long-term monitoring studies can document important
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correlative trends, identifying the importance of biotic interactions or other drivers of
elevational shifts requires experimental validation (Alexander, Diez, Hart, & Levine,
2016).
2.5.3 Conclusions and future directions
A temporal perspective is critical to understanding forest tree community responses
to global environmental change and is particularly important for tree species due to slow
migration rates and long-life spans. Using long-term monitoring coupled with a
multivariate approach to analyze drivers of forest tree community turnover, our results
suggest multiple anthropogenic stressors are driving shifts in species density and
distribution, which have collectively translated into a more uniform community across the
elevational gradient despite the variability of individual species responses. Our work
highlights the complexity of species- and community-level responses to ongoing global
change, and also argues for a better understanding of how anthropogenic influences
collectively structure species distributions and how biotic interactions may indirectly and
directly be influenced by anthropogenic stressors. The use of single and multi-species
common gardens could be used to experimentally assess the impact of altered biotic
interactions on plant fitness under different climates, providing a potential explanation for
the complex and asynchronous responses of species to environmental changes occurring
along steep elevational gradients.
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2.7 Tables
Table 2.1 Results from temporal Generalized Dissimilarity Models (GDMs)
assessing forest community turnover across the entire elevational gradient and
separately within low and high elevation forests. Significant predictors are indicated
in bold.
Model
Pooled
(550 –
1160m)

Low
elevation
(550 –
816m)

High
elevation
(879 –
1160m)

Model
deviance
explained (%)
66.73

70.17

46.6

S

0.18

0.00

Predictor
deviance
explained (%)
27.33

MAT

0.16

0.01

14.32

PPT
N

0
0

-

-

S

0.35

0.00

38.22

MAT

0.24

0.00

14.78

PPT
N

0
0

-

-

S

0.07

-

-

MAT

0.09

-

-

PPT
N

0.01
0

-

-

Predictor
Relative
variable contribution

P-value

MAT: mean annual temperature; PPT: annual precipitation; N: nitrate and ammonium
pollution; S: sulfate pollution
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Figure S2.1 Results from Wilcoxon signed-rank tests adjusted with Bonferroni corrections that were used to
test for significant shifts in the median elevation for species observed in each of the 1965, 1990, and 2015
censuses. Significant (p < .02) shifts are highlighted in bold and the absolute difference in median elevation
(m) between the two census years is noted. Up- and downslope directional shifts are noted by ‘+’ and ‘-’,
respectively.

Table S2.1 Results from Wilcoxon signed-rank tests adjusted with Bonferroni corrections
that were used to test for significant shifts in the median elevation for species observed in
each of the 1965, 1990, and 2015 censuses. Significant (p < .02) shifts are highlighted in
bold and the absolute difference in median elevation (m) between the two census years is
noted. Up- and downslope directional shifts are noted by ‘+’ and ‘-’, respectively.
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Table S2.1 Continued.

Table S2.1 Continued.
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2.8 Figures
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Figure 2.1 a) Photograph of montane forests in north-eastern United States. Lower elevations are
composed of northern hardwood forests, while spruce–fir forests dominate the higher elevations.
b) Forest tree monitoring study on Camels Hump, Vermont. Climate data were obtained from
NOAA land stations at Mt. Mansfield and Burlington International Airport, Vermont, and
atmospheric pollution data were obtained from Hubbard Book Experimental Forest (HBEF),
New Hampshire and Underhill, Vermont.
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Figure 2.2 a) GDM fitted I-splines displaying the rate and variation in tree community turnover
across the elevational gradient for each census year. We assessed the uncertainty around the
fitted I-spline for the 2015 census with bootstrapping (N = 1000 iterations). There was
significantly less turnover in the most recent census compared to previous years, as indicated by
the error band (+/- one standard deviation). b) Inset reflects the asymptotic value (maximum) of
each spline to better differentiate the total amount of turnover explained by elevation in each
census year.
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Figure 2.3 Density of four common tree species along the elevational gradient. A clear distinction
between the low elevation, hardwood deciduous (Acer saccharum and Fagus grandifolia) and
high elevation, boreal (Picea rubens and Abies balsamea) tree species was noted in 1965. This
separation was weakened over time due to increased abundances of P. rubens, F. grandifolia and
Ab. balsamea in the ecotone, and the presence of P. rubens in the lower elevations. For better
data visualization, the elevation of each plot was rounded to the nearest 5 m resulting in 41 bins.
Non-dominant (“other”) species include striped maple (Acer pensylvanicum L.), mountain maple
(Acer spicatum Lam.), juneberry (Amelanchier spp.), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis
Britton), heart-leaved paper birch (Betula papyrifera Marshall var. cordifolia (Regel) Fernald),
hazelnut (Corylus cornuta Marshall), white ash (Fraxinus americana L.), cherry (Prunus spp.),
mountain ash (Sorbus americana Marshall) and hobblebush (Viburnum alnifolium Michx.).
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Figure 2.4 Elevational range shifts of Fagus grandifolia (a), Acer saccharum (b), Picea rubens (c)
and Abies balsamea (d). Boxes display the elevation distribution of each species, with bars
representing the median and the first and third quantiles. Whiskers extend to the minimum and
maximum values excluding outliers, which are plotted individually as points. Values within each
box reflect the total density of each species. Significant elevational shifts are indicated based on
pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests after Bonferroni corrections within individual species. *p <
.02; ****p < .0001.
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Figure 2.5 GDM-fitted I-splines for climate and atmospheric pollution predictors associated with
temporal changes in species turnover pooled across the elevational gradient (a–d) and in lowand high-elevation forests (e–h; blue line = high elevation; red line = low elevation). Mean annual
temperature and pollutant S were important and significant variables in explaining turnover
across the entire mountain (a–b) and in low elevations (e–f), while annual precipitation and
pollutant N were not significant predictors in any model (c, d, g, h).
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Figure S2.1 Climate and atmospheric pollution for each census year in the tree monitoring study.
Mean annual temperature (a) and annual precipitation (b) data were obtained from two NOAA
land stations, Burlington International Airport and Mount Mansfield summit, Vermont. Mean
annual N (nitrate and ammonium combined) and S pollution (sulphate) data were obtained from
Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF), New Hampshire and Underhill, Vermont.
Atmospheric pollution data shown here are from Underhill Vermont, with the three earliest
census years obtained from linear regression between the two sites (see Methods).
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Figure S2.2 Relationship between observed compositional dissimilarity of each site pair across
the elevational gradient and the linear predictor from GDM (predicted ecological distance
between site pairs) for each census year. Compositional dissimilarity was estimated using the
Bray-Curtis index of pairwise dissimilarity (dij), defined as the difference in absolute abundance
of each species occurring in site (i) compared to site (j) divided by the total species abundance
between both sites. (a-i) represent 1965, 1979, 1983, 1986, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2004, 2015,
respectively.
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CHAPTER 3: FINE-SCALE ADAPTATION IN THE PRESENCE OF
EXTENSIVE GENE FLOW IN THE CONIFEROUS TREE RED SPRUCE
(PICEA RUBENS SARG.)
3.1 Abstract
Adaptive phenotypic and genetic differentiation is strongest when environmental
gradients are steep and the homogenizing effect of gene flow is limited by natural selection.
This balance is particularly important in wind-pollinated forest tree species and at finespatial scale, where the dispersal neighborhood can counterbalance the strength of
selection. Here, we investigate local adaptation in red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) along
two climatically steep but geographically proximate gradients in the Green Mountains of
Vermont. Using genomic data from 815 individuals sampled on two different mountains
across elevations ranging from 538 m to 1098 m, we found weak but detectable genetic
divergence between mountains but little to no divergence across the two elevational
gradients. We also assessed clinal variation of vegetative bud phenology (i.e., bud flush
and bud set), cold damage, and height growth with regard to source elevation on seedlings
grown in a common garden and performed QST - FST tests on these traits. We found
evidence of local adaptation (Qst > Fst) on Mount Mansfield for bud set and cold damage,
while on Camels Hump, we found significant elevational clines in phenology traits but,
surprisingly, no support for local adaptation (Qst » Fst). Our results suggest red spruce
dispersal distances encompass the entire elevational gradient on these mountains, yet
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selection has led to fine-scale adaptation in traits associated with ensuring over-winter
survival.
3.2 Introduction
Many species exhibit geographically expansive distributions, some of which span
many heterogeneous environments (Rehfeldt et al. 1999; Petit and Hampe 2006).
Environmental, and especially climatic, variation within these distributions lends to
variation in trait optima on which divergent selection can act upon to result in locally
adapted populations (Davis and Shaw 2001; Savolainen et al. 2013). While local adaptation
is common across broad-scale environmental gradients (e.g., latitude; Leimu and Fischer
2008; Keller et al. 2011), we know much less about this process at fine-spatial scales, but
there has been some progress: Antonovics and Bradshaw 1970; Eckert et al. 2015; Gauzere
et al. 2020; Lindt et al. 2017.
Population genetic theory suggests that adaptive differentiation will be strongest
when environmental gradients are steep and the homogenizing effect of gene flow is
limited (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Lenomand 2002; Kawecki and Ebert 2004). Indeed,
immigration of nonlocal alleles from nearby populations can dilute the frequency of locally
adaptive alleles, reducing the capacity of the populations to reach their optimal genetic
composition, and potentially resulting in a so-called “migration load” of maladapted
individuals (Crespi 2000; Blanquart and Gandon 2011; Kremer et al. 2012). Thus, while
divergent selection is one of the driving forces of adaptation, the outcome strongly depends
on the balance between the strength of selection and the homogenizing effect of gene flow
(Kawecki and Ebert 2004).
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For plant populations distributed across fine-spatial scales but largely divergent
environments (e.g., along an elevation gradient), gene flow through pollen and seed has the
potential to prevent or dilute local adaptation (Hu and Li 2003). However, local adaptation
can still occur if selection is extremely strong or some intrinsic isolating mechanism (e.g.,
reproductive phenology) presents a pre-zygotic barrier (Antonovics and Bradshaw 1970;
Richardson et al. 2014). Recent studies have shown that strong selection on locally adaptive
phenotypes could result in microgeographic adaptation even in the presence of gene flow
(e.g., Anderson et al. 2015; Hämälä et al. 2018; Peterson et al. 2019). Microgeographic
adaptation has been defined as local adaptation occurring within the dispersal
neighborhood of nearby populations (Richardson et al. 2014). The process is still not well
understood for trees that exhibit a somewhat paradoxical combination of high dispersal
capacity (often mediated by wind dispersed pollen and/or seeds) and strong local
adaptation along environmental gradients (Petit and Hampe 2006; Richardson et al. 2014;
Gauzere et al. 2020). Empirical estimates of pairwise FST in wind-pollinated tree species
have demonstrated low levels of population differentiation across both fine- and broadspatial scales (e.g., Scalfi et al. 2014; Hornoy et al. 2015; Di Pierro et al. 2016; Lind et al.
2017), and a high prevalence of long-distance dispersal events (Austerlitz et al., 2004; Petit
& Hampe, 2006; Robledo-Arnuncio 2011; Kremer et al., 2012). Therefore, relatively large
dispersal kernels would be expected for most tree populations, leading to high rates of gene
flow that could putatively prevent adaptive divergence at small spatial scales.
Local adaptation in forest trees is often revealed through common garden studies
or provenance trials that document clines in quantitative traits are correlated with gradients
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in the source environments (Savolainen et al. 2007; Fetter et al. 2017). Notably, recent
studies investigating fine-scale adaptation in forest trees have found evidence of local
adaptation (Eckert et al. 2015; Firmat et al. 2017; Gugger et al. 2019; Gauzere et al. 2020;
Brousseau et al. 2021). Phenotypic differentiation can indicate that selection has been
acting to create locally adapted populations, however, neutral population genetic and
demographic processes can also generate environmental and phenotypic correlations that
are similar to those that arise from local adaptation (Keller et al. 2009). Therefore, it is
important to demonstrate that trait divergence is not due to neutral demographic processes
(e.g., genetic drift, gene flow) but rather is a result of spatially varying natural selection
(McKay & Lotta, 2002; Whitlock 2008; Leinonen et al. 2013).
Comparison of among population divergence of quantitative traits (QST; Spitze
1993) and neutral genetic differentiation (FST; Wright 1951) is one method to determine
the processes driving differentiation in quantitative traits (Leinonen et al. 2013).
Quantitative genetic theory states the average QST for a neutrally evolving trait is expected
to be equal to the mean value of FST measured from neutrally evolving genetic loci
(Whitlock 2008). That is, trait divergence can be explained by genetic drift and gene flow
alone. In contrast, traits with QST significantly greater than FST are inferred to be under
spatially heterogeneous divergent selection. In these scenarios, trait divergence is greater
than expected across populations, indicative of local adaptation (Merilä and Crnokrak
2001; Leinonen et al. 2008; Whitlock 2008).
Montane ecosystems are particularly valuable to test fine-scale climate adaptation
(Storz et al. 2007; Kubota et al. 2015; Marin et al. 2020). In these landscapes, climate varies
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in a dramatic way across a small spatial scale such that a 100m increase in elevation is, on
average, equivalent to a half-degree increase in latitude (Montgomery 2006). Likewise,
forest trees distributed across steep geographical and climatic gradients imposed by
elevation often reach both the low and high elevation limits of physiological adaptation
and are thus subjected to strong selection pressures (Zhang et al. 2019). Here, we use the
temperate-montane tree species red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) to test whether
microgeographic adaptation has occurred along replicate elevational gradients distributed
on two mountains. Specifically, we seek to a) use genomic data to evaluate the degree of
population structure and levels of gene flow between elevational stands, and b) assess the
extent of local adaptation in quantitative traits by estimating heritability and clinal variation
with source elevation, and formally testing against the null hypothesis of neutral
differentiation using Qst-Fst tests. By integrating these two objectives, we empirically test
the hypothesis that the diversifying effects of selection have been stronger than the
homogenizing effects of gene flow along fine-scale climatic gradients in this windpollinated montane tree species.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Species and field sampling
Red spruce is a long-lived, wind-pollinated coniferous tree abundant in cool,
mountainous locales throughout eastern North America (Blum 1990). The core of its range
is located in northeastern United States and southeastern Canada; however, populations
extend into the highest elevations of the southern Appalachians (Little 1971). In this study,
we focused our sampling across elevational gradients on two peaks in the Green Mountains
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of Vermont separated by approximately 27km -- Camels Hump (44°19’ N, 72°53’ W) and
Mount Mansfield (44°31’ N, 72°49’ W) -- which serve to test the reproducibility of finescale adaptation. The steep elevational gradient on these peaks provides an approximately
continuous linear turnover in temperature and precipitation (Cogbill and White 1991,
Verrico et al. 2019).
In fall of 2015, we collected needle tissue from red spruce growing on the western
slopes of Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield at three elevation groupings: low (<775m
above sea level (a.s.l.)), mid (775-875m), and high (>875m). These transitions were based
on empirical evidence of forest community types in northeastern United States forests and
the distribution of red spruce along the elevational gradient (Siccama 1974; Beckage et al.
2008; Verrico et al. 2019). Within an elevation site, we sampled three different life stage
classes: newly formed seeds collected from maternal trees, needle tissue from small
seedling recruitment (< 2cm diameter at breast height (dbh; 1.37m above ground)), and
needle tissue from established trees (> 2cm dbh). We differentiated those three life-stage
classes in order to compare recent historical differences in population structure. To avoid
oversampling the genetic neighborhood, we sampled tress with nearest neighbors being at
least 10m apart. Seeds were grown in a greenhouse common garden and needle tissue was
sampled from these seedlings originating from 46 maternal trees, which are included in the
established tree cohort. In total, we sampled 821 red spruce individuals for genomic
analyses across three life stage classes, three elevation groups, and two mountains (Figure
3.1).
3.3.2 Genomic data
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Whole genomic DNA was extracted from 40-50 mg frozen needle tissue using the
DNAeasy 96 Plant Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), fluorometrically quantified using QUANTIT (Invitrogen) and normalized to concentrations of 10 ng/μL. Normalized DNA was used
to prepare nine 96-plex genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) libraries following the Elshire
protocol (Elshire et al. 2011). DNA was digested, for each individual, using the
methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme ApeK1 (New England Bio Labs) for 16 h at 75°C,
followed by ligation with 1.8 ng of barcoded adapters (adapter sequences
followed Elshire et al. 2011) for 1 h at 22°C and then heat killed at 65°C for 30 min. After
ligation, 5 μL of each barcoded sample were pooled together (96 samples total/library),
cleaned with the Qiagen PCR cleanup kit, and eluted into 50 μL Buffer EB. This was
followed by an additional cleaning step using the adapter removal protocol with the
GeneJet NGS cleanup kit (Thermo Fisher) kit and eluted into 30 μL elution buffer. We
used 2 μL of this cleaned, pooled library in a 50-μL PCR reaction (1× NEB Taq 2x Master
Mix; 25 pmol each forward and reverse primers) for 18 cycles, following conditions
reported in Elshire et al 2011. The resulting PCR library was cleaned again with the
GeneJet NGS cleanup kit using the entire 50 μL PCR reaction. Each library was run on an
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer to verify the desired fragment size distribution and ensure no
excess of adapted sequences. One library was sequenced for single-end 100 bp reads on an
Illumina HiSeq2500 by the Vermont Integrative Genomics Resource (VIGR) at the
University of Vermont and the remaining eight libraries were sequenced on an Illumina
HiSeq2500 at the Cornell University Genomics Facility. Individuals from different
elevations, cohorts, and mountains were randomized across libraries.
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We used FASTQC v0.11.5 (Andrews 2010) to check the quality of raw sequenced
reads and the GBS-SNP-CROP genotyping pipeline (Melo et al. 2016) to identify single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and call genotypes. Following that pipeline, reads were
first cleaned with Trimmomatic-0.35 (Bolger et al. 2014) to remove leading and trailing
bases with Q-scores < 30 and to clip reads when the average Q-score was < 30 in a 4-bp
sliding window. Once reads were demultiplexed, they were indexed and mapped against
the white spruce (Picea glauca (Moench)) reference genome (WS711; Warren et al. 2015)
using the bwa-mem algorithm (Li and Durbin 2009, Li et al. 2009). Reads were then sorted
and indexed with sambamba_v0.6.6 (Tarasov et al. 2015), and the samtools-mpileup
algorithm was used to identify putative single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and tally
allele-specific read counts at each position. The mpileup output was then parsed and the
resulting output of all potential variant sites across all samples was used for SNP and
genotype calling.
From the initial genotyping matrix, we filtered out SNPs with a mean coverage
depth per site < 4 and > 200. We removed SNPs that were not strongly bi-allelic by
requiring a minimum of 96% of non-primary allele reads to be the secondary allele (altStrength), and for the ratio of the secondary allele depth to the primary allele depth (mnAlleleRatio) to be > 0.25. We included heterozygotes when a minimum of three
individuals had a minimum read depth of three for each primary and secondary allele (mnHetDepth). Homozygote calls required a minimum read depth of five when the
secondary allele depth was zero (-mnHoDepth0) and a read depth of at least 20 when the
secondary allele depth was one (-mnHoDepth1). We removed sites when SNP calls did not
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match the reference and used VCFTOOLS v0.1.12 (Danecek et al 2011) to retain sites with
< 25% missing data and individuals with < 10% missing data. After filtering, the final
genotyping matrix included 1,714 SNPs genotyped for 815 samples.
3.3.3 Common garden experiment
To look at trait variation across mountains and elevation groups, we grew seedlings
from 46 established trees transplanted into a common garden study, for which we measured
four different traits known to be involved in adaptation along climate gradients in forest
trees (Howe et al. 2003; Savolainen et al. 2007): bud set, bud flush, height increment
growth, and cold hardiness. After field collection, cones were dried and seeds were
extracted and processed at the USDA Forest Service National Seed Laboratory in Dry
Branch, Georgia. Seeds were cold stratified at 4°C for six weeks, placed in deionized water
for 24 hours to imbibe, and then directly sown in a randomized design in Ray Leach
Conetainers (164 ml volume) filled with Premier Pro Mix BX. Seeds were allowed to
germinate for 14 weeks in Conviron PG15 growth chambers set to L:D (16:8, 24°C), after
which seedlings were moved to an outdoor nursery under shade cloth (50% light
transmission) (spring 2016) at the University of Vermont (UVM) greenhouse. While
outside, the seedlings were exposed to ambient temperatures for Burlington, Vermont,
were watered daily, and received periodic fertilizer applications at a concentration of 150
ppm of 19-3-18 (N-P-K).
At the end of the first growing season (fall 2016), we recorded the timing of bud
set, as day of year (DOY), when the apical bud scales were clearly visible to terminate
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growth and signal dormancy. Seedlings were overwintered in a cold room minimally
heated to maintain above freezing temperatures with no supplemental lighting and were
then transferred back to the outdoor nursey for another growing season.
At the end of their second growing season (fall 2017), we used electrolyte leakage
assays across a gradient of temperatures to measure cold hardiness to late summer/early
fall freezing temperatures (Howe et al. 2003). Briefly, needle segments approximately
5mm in length (N=30 families * 4 seedling replicates =120 samples) were exposed to
decreasing temperatures in 1ml of 0.01% v/v tween and a pinch of silver iodide to aid in
ice-nucleation, at a rate of 4ºC /hr and held at preselected temperatures (+4, -3, -6, -9, -12,
-15ºC) for 2hrs. Following freezing, one replicate per family was removed to 4ºC for
equilibration and shaken at room temperature on a gravity shaker for 1hr. We added an
additional 2.5ml 0.01% v/v tween to each sample before measuring electrolyte leakage
(i.e., cellular damage) with a portable meter (Traceable 15-077-977). Samples were then
heat-killed in a 95ºC water bath for 4hrs and were re-measured to quantify the maximum
amount of possible tissue damage. In this study, we estimate the index of damage (relative
electrolyte leakage) for each sample as

where the cold damage of sample i at test temperature j was calculated as the proportion of
leakage at a given test temperature to the leakage after the tissue was heat killed (i.e., total
possible damage).
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Seedlings were again overwintered in a minimally heated cold room at UVM and
again placed outdoors under shade cloth to accumulate growing degree days leading up to
bud flush (early spring 2018). We measured the live crown of each seedling, now ~2.5
years old, as the length of the stem covered by live foliage (i.e., from the base of the lowest
whorl of needles to the base of the closed apical bud). We then recorded the timing of bud
flush, or when the bud scales had broken, and newly emerged needle tissue was evident to
signal the release of dormancy and start of active shoot growth
3.3.4 Estimation of spatio-temporal genetic population structure
We investigated genetic population structure across mountains and elevations
through a principal component analysis (PCA) using the adegenet R package (Jombart &
Ahmed, 2011). Results from the genetic PCA revealed clear population structure along
PC2 (0.82%) representing differentiation between mountains, but little evidence of
differentiation among elevations within mountains (Figure 3.2 A). However, there was a
highly divergent cluster of 128 samples that showed a clear separation along PC1 (7.8%)
(Figure 3.2 A), with all but four individuals in this cluster sampled from Camels Hump.
Individuals within this cluster consisted of all cohorts and elevation groups but were nonrandomly distributed across the elevational gradient ( 2= 19.891, df=2, P < 0.0001),
decreasing in frequency from low (48%) to mid (36%) to high (15%). Maternal trees from
this cluster also had genotyped offspring that co-clustered with them (Figure S3.1), which
suggested the divergent PC1 cluster represented a distinct ancestry group rather than a
statistical artefact. We reasoned that the most likely explanation for this population
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structure is that the retrieved pattern reflects land use history arising from non-local seed
sources transplanted by humans to low elevation during re-forestation (Scharoun and
Cowie 2006). Since these individuals represent a clearly distinct group genetically that may
not be of local origin, relating their quantitative traits to their sampling environment may
bias our tests of local adaptation. We therefore chose to conservatively omit these 128
individuals representing the “PC1 outliers” from further analyses.
Hierarchical F-statistics and observed heterozygosity were estimated across all loci
using the hierfstat R package (Goudet 2005). We estimated F-statistics for each life-stage
class separately to determine potential temporal differences in population structure along
the elevational gradient (e.g., potential differences arising due to land-use, recruitment).
We accounted for the hierarchical structure of our sampling design by estimating
divergence between mountains and divergence across the elevational gradient within
mountains. For analyses on the seedling class, we included an additional level of family
nested within elevation and mountain to control for relatedness among offspring from the
same maternal tree. Confidence intervals were obtained using bootstrapping in the hierfstat
package across all SNPs (N=10,000 replicates).
The strength of isolation-by-distance, which provides insight into the extent of gene
flow across populations (Slatkin 1993), was evaluated using Mantel tests (Mantel 1967) on
Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield separately. We used just the regeneration and
established individuals for these analyses, as sample sizes were too small for the seedling
cohort. We calculated genetic distances as pairwise relatedness (VCFtools; Danecek et al.
2011) between all individuals within a class and estimated geographic distances with the
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geodesic function in the geodist R package (Padgham and Sumner 2020). The ade4 R
package (Dray and Dufour 2007) was used to test for significant correlations, which were
determined at = 0.05 using 999 permutations. We then created Mantel correlograms using
the vegan R package (Oksanen et al. 2019) to better understand the extent of the spatial
genetic structure on each mountain. This analysis partitions the geographical distances into
discrete classes which allows for the computation of different correlation values as a
function of spatial distance between individuals. We used 20 m distance classes (e.g., all
samples separated by 0-20m, 21-40m, etc.) and correlograms were run for 10,000
permutations to determine significance while controlling for multiple testing.
3.3.5 Quantitative trait analyses
Using the seedlings grown in the common gardens, we tested for phenotypic
differentiation across the elevational gradients on Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield with
linear and non-linear mixed effect models. To help control for phenotypic differences due
to neutral population structure, we included individual genetic principal component (PC)
scores from the PCA as covariates in the models. For seedlings, we used the PC score of
the maternal tree since we lacked genetic data for all seedlings used in phenotyping,
assuming that there should be a strong correspondence between maternal and offspring PC
scores. To verify this assumption, we tested the correlation of genetic PC1 and PC2 for
each sequenced seedling (N=226) and the corresponding maternal tree and found a very
high correlation for genetic PC1 (r=0.9744, P=0.0001) but not for PC2 (r=-0.0443,
P=0.5078). Therefore, we chose to keep only PC1 as a covariate in phenotypic models to
account for neutral genetic structure.
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We used linear mixed-effect models with elevation and genetic PC1 as fixed effects
and family as a random effect to test for significant differences in bud set and bud flush
along the elevational gradients on Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield, separately. Similar
to the bud phenology models, we included two additional fixed effects in the height models
which included the length of growing time for each seedling (days between germination
and height measurement), as well as whether height was measured to the base of an apical
bud on a lateral branch likely to become the main stem – the latter being necessary when
the primary shoot was damaged. The Camels Hump height model returned a singular fit
with the inclusion of both family as a random effect and genetic PC1 score as a fixed effect,
probably because of the close correspondence between these two variables. We decided to
remove the genetic PC1 predictor, as family specifically and more formally accounts for
the non-independence among seedlings within a family. We adjusted height measurements
for the differences in growing time and measurement type (primary or lateral) and used the
model residuals in the heritability and QST analyses.
To test for differences in cold damage, we modelled relative electrolyte leakage at
each test temperature with mixed-effects logistic models using the glmer function in the
lme4 R package (Bates et al. 2015). Within each model, family and individual were
included as random effects, with the latter controlling for the repeated measures design of
the experiment. Fixed effects in glmer models must be coded as factors with 2-levels;
therefore, we included elevation and genetic PC1 as binary fixed effects (PC1 >0 vs. <0,
and high elevation vs. [low and mid elevation]). We compared these models to reduced
models lacking these fixed effects using likelihood ratio tests to determine predictor
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significance. We used the modeled asymptote, or the maximum amount of cold damage
across the gradient of test temperatures, as our estimate of cold damage of each seedling.
We also estimated genetic variation and heritability for each trait based on the
variance among maternal siblings. Since seeds were open-pollinated with known mother
but unknown father, maternal families may contain a mixture of full- and half-siblings.
Therefore, we conservatively refer to our estimates as broad-sense heritability (H2) (Lynch
and Walsh, 1998). We used a Bayesian MCMC approach in the MCMCglmm R package
with weakly informative inverse-gamma priors for the “family” and “residual” effects
(parameters V=1 and nu=0.002) (Hadfield 2010). The MCMC was run for one million
iterations, discarding the first 100,000 as burn-in, and thinning every 100 iterations. The
family-level variance was then used to compute the posterior distribution of heritability
using the formula: H2= 4*
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Fam/
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3.3.6 QST and FST comparisons
To test for adaptive differentiation in quantitative traits across elevation, we
performed QST - FST tests using the bootstrap procedure described by Whitlock and
Guillaume (2009) as implemented in the QstFstComp R package (Whitlock and Gilbert
2012). A critical assumption of this analysis is that the distribution of FST for neutral loci
equals the distribution of QST for neutral quantitative traits (Whitlock 2008). QstFstComp
accounts for this with parametric simulations and bootstrapping to estimate the null
distributions of FST and QST which are used to generate a neutral expectation of QST minus
FST (QST-FST). Here, the observed value of QST for each trait is compared to the upper-tail
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of the QST - FST distribution in order to test the hypothesis of adaptative divergence, where
QST is significantly greater than FST.
This approach allows for an unbalanced design employing open-pollinated progeny
(Whitlock & Gilbert 2012). We conducted a sensitivity analysis using a range of
relatedness values (r=0.25 to 0.5 in 0.05 increments). The qualitative interpretation of QST
- FST differences did not change across the tested relatedness values; we thus reported only
the output from the half-sib model as it is more conservative (i.e., produces lower QST
estimates). We ran 10,000 simulations for each QstFstComp analysis on Camels Hump and
Mount Mansfield separately, with dams nested within elevation, and QST calculated on the
among-elevation variance. QST was calculated using the raw values for the vegetative bud
phenology traits, the adjusted estimate of height, and the modelled asymptote value for
cold damage, while FST was estimated using all loci and the combined sample of
regeneration and established tree cohorts.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Genetic population structure
Re-running the PCA with the former PC1 outliers excluded, PC1 differentiated
Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield (0.97%), while PC2 (0.69%) did not distinguish any
notable genetic variation among local sub-populations (i.e., elevation groups) within a
mountain Figure 3.2B). Interestingly, the PCA revealed 39% of the individuals sampled on
Mount Mansfield showed genetic ancestry similar to Camels Hump despite being sampled
on a different mountain (Figure 3.2D). These samples were non-randomly stratified by
elevation ( 2= 10.561, df=2, P < 0.0051), with 24%, 32%, and 45% of individuals collected
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at low, mid, and high elevation on Mount Mansfield, respectively, showing “Camels
Hump-like” ancestry. In contrast, only 8% of the individuals collected on Camels Hump
showed genetic ancestry common to the Mount Mansfield genetic cluster in the PCA
(Figure 3.2C).
Genetic differentiation between mountains (among group comparison, FCT) was
very low but statistically greater than zero (average FCT including all classes = 0.0026) with
no significant differences in FCT between the cohorts (Table 3.1). High level of genetic
connectivity among elevation groups within mountains (FSC) was further evidenced by the
extremely low, often indistinguishable from zero, FSC values. Considering both mountains
together, FSC estimates averaged 0.0005, 0.0003, 0.003 for established, regeneration, and
seedling classes, respectively. Class-level divergence was similar for the established and
regeneration life-stages, but genetic differentiation among elevation groups was higher
among seedlings on both Camels Hump (FSC = 0.0017) and Mount Mansfield (FSC =
0.0038), reaching a magnitude similar to estimates of between-mountain divergence (FCT).
Likewise, we detected similar levels of observed heterozygosity for the established and
regeneration life-stages, but the seedling class had significantly lower observed
heterozygosity between mountains and on Mount Mansfield (Table 3.1).
Mantel tests were not significant for regeneration and established individuals on
Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield. Likewise, Mantel correlograms established minimal
evidence kin-structured neighborhoods on both mountains with the exception of the
established trees on Mount Mansfield (Figure 3.3). Here, relatedness was significantly less
than expected in the first (r = -0.0256, P = 0.0114) and second (r = -0.0204, P = 0.0310)
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distances classes. Individuals within the first and second distance classes consisted of all
elevation groups but those in the second class were non-randomly distributed across the
elevational gradient ( 2= 12.586, df=2, P < 0.0018), changing in frequency from low (29%)
to mid (25%) to high (46%).
3.4.2 Heritability and divergence of quantitative traits
Estimates of broad-sense heritability (H2) ranged from 0.04 for height to 0.32 for
bud set and were similar between Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield for a given trait
(Table 3.2). We detected moderate and significant levels of genetic variation for bud flush
(H2 range: 0.22-0.23) and cold tolerance (H2 range: 0.19-0.27) on both mountains, and in
the timing of bud set for seedlings collected on Mount Mansfield (H2=0.32). In contrast,
H2 estimates for height were very low and not significant for seedlings collected from either
mountain.
The QST - FST analysis provided evidence that variation in bud set and cold tolerance
on Mount Mansfield was more differentiated across the elevational gradient than expected
by neutral genetic divergence (i.e., QST >FST) (Table 3.2), with large differences between
QST and FST for bud set and cold tolerance (QST - FST = 0.51 and 0.76, respectively). QST FST estimates for height and cold tolerance on Camels Hump seedlings exceeded neutral
FST but were not significantly greater than the resampled neutral QST - FST distributions.
3.4.3 Elevational variation in quantitative traits
Phenotypic clines along the elevation gradient were present on at least one
mountain for three of the four traits and showed similar patterns on Camels Hump and
Mount Mansfield (Table 3.3; Figure 3.4). The timing of bud set varied significantly across
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the elevational gradient on Camels Hump (Table 3.3; P = 0.008) and Mount Mansfield
(Table 3.3; P = 0.0039). On average, high elevation seedlings showed earlier bud set than
low elevation seedlings by ten days on Mount Mansfield and by three days on Camels
Hump (Figure 3.4A, B). In contrast to bud set, we found evidence of a weak phenotypic
cline in spring bud flush across the elevational gradient on both mountains (Table 3.3;
Figure 3.4C, D). Seedlings at low elevations experienced bud flush on average three days
before seedlings from high elevation on Camels Hump (P = 0.0217), while low and high
elevation seedlings experienced flushed bud on average at the same time on Mount
Mansfield (P = 0.325). We did not find evidence of an elevational effect on height after
~2.5 years of growth (Table 3.3; Figure 3.4E, F). Lastly, we found a strong, significant
cline in cold tolerance across the elevational gradient on Mount Mansfield (Table 3.3, P <
0.001), but not on Camels Hump, such that low elevation seedlings experienced on average
0.16 µS more cellular damage than high elevation seedlings. Moreover, Mount Mansfield
seedlings had a greater range in the maximum amount of cold damage (0.59-0.97 µS;
Figure 3.4G) compared to Camels Hump seedlings (0.75-0.92 µS; Figure 3.4H).
Results from the quantitative trait analyses were generally robust to the inclusion
or exclusion of PC1 outliers (Supplemental Table S3.1; Figure S3.2). However, some
notable differences occurred for tests involving Camels Hump as expected and included a
positive and marginally significant test (P = 0.0479) of QST - FST for bud set and a reduced
and non-significant (P = 0.0769) cline in the timing of bud flush along the elevational
gradient. Moreover, the H2 estimate for cold tolerance increased from 0.1859 to 0.3012 and
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the range in the maximum amount of cold damage was more comparable to that on Mount
Mansfield (0.53-0.97 µS).
3.5 Discussion
Forest trees are renowned for their expansive dispersal capacities and yet frequently
display local adaptation along environmental and climatic gradients (Savolainen et al.
2007). Many tree species occupy broad geographical ranges spanning heterogenous
gradients, yet dramatic climatic gradients can occur at very short geographically distances
within the range as well (Lind et al. 2017). This is particularly true in mountainous regions
were altitudinal variation drives changes in temperature and precipitation regimes.
However, as the environmental gradient becomes steeper, gene flow is likely to
homogenize the genetic variation and reduce the magnitude of adaptive clines that may
have evolved otherwise. For this reason, most studies investigate local adaptation at large
landscape scales (Sork et al. 2018). Here, we show that local adaptation is possible in the
face of extensive gene flow at small geographic scales in red spruce, a temperate forest tree
species. Our study utilizes the experimental advantages afforded by elevational gradients
and the long-life span of trees to focus the lens at which we understand local adaptation.
3.5.1 Extensive gene flow inferred from limited genetic population structure
Genetic population structure is often low among wind-pollinated species,
particularly forest trees producing pollen that has the ability to traverse and remain viable
across long distances (Savolainen et al. 2007; Williams 2010). The empirical quantification
of gene flow can be statistically challenging when gene flow is predicted to be very high,
as was the case in this study. Indeed, when we attempted to directly estimate contemporary
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rates of migration among elevations using a Bayesian approach (Wilson and Rannala 2003;
Mussmann et al. 2019), migration rate estimates were so high that the models converged
on the boundary of the prior, as reported by other studies when gene flow is expansive
(Meirmans 2014). In light of these observations, we use the accumulated evidence from Fstatistics, PCA, and spatial autocorrelation tests to infer population structure and levels of
gene flow among red spruce.
Our results suggest strong ongoing and recent gene flow across the replicate
elevational gradients on Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield. We found complete
panmixia when using discrete elevational categories to estimate F-statistics (Table 3.1) and
also when we utilized a continuous distance gradient in the Mantel spatial autocorrelation
tests and correlograms (Figure 3.3). Recent studies have noted significant genetic
divergence in tree species across fine-spatial scales (e.g., elevational gradients), however
the magnitude of divergence was extremely small and similar to our findings (Mosca et al.
2016; Di Pierro et al. 2016; Roschanski et al. 2016). This suggests that highly shared
genetic diversity between tree populations in close geographic proximity is relatively
common.
In contrast to the relative panmixia occurring within mountains, we found greater
differentiation between mountains, although the magnitude of divergence was still quite
weak overall (Figure 3.2, Table 3.1). Based on the PCA, the pattern of between-mountain
ancestry suggests that an asymmetrical exchange of genetic material occurs from Camels
Hump to Mount Mansfield, which may contribute to the low genetic differentiation
between these mountains. We noted a significant influence of source elevation on this
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stratification of between-mountain ancestry. Specifically, the percentage of Mount
Mansfield samples that were genetically similar to those on Camels Hump increased with
elevation, which may reflect winds at high elevation moving pollen from south (Camels
Hump) to north (Mount Mansfield) and/or human-influenced seed movement. More
generally, these findings suggest that high levels of gene flow and minimal genetic
differentiation occurs in red spruce within and between nearby mountains (i.e., across 10s
of km). Gene flow does appear more restricted at broader landscape scales, as demonstrated
by the occurrence of geographically distinct genetic clusters at much larger regional scales
(100s to 1000s of km) across the latitudinal extent of red spruce’s range (Bashalkhanov et
al 2013; Capblancq 2020, Capblancq, Lachmuth et al. in prep).
We found no evidence that genetic relatedness decreases as pairwise distance
between samples increases and noted decreased relatedness between geographically
proximate samples on Mount Mansfield, the latter being opposite of what we would expect
under restricted dispersal (Figure 3.2). Significant isolation-by-distance and increased
genetic relatedness for individuals in close proximity have been reported in Boechera
stricta, a small herbaceous plant, along an elevational gradient (Anderson et al. 2015).
However, minimal or no isolation-by-distance has been reported for coniferous, windpollinated species across scales spanning tens (Lind et al. 2017) to hundreds of kilometers
(Hornoy et al. 2015). These studies corroborate our findings to further suggest pollen and
seed dispersals are expansive enough to preclude fine-scaled structured genetic
neighborhoods, even at scales beyond those studied here. It should be noted that we
sampled trees >10 m apart to purposefully avoid sampling close relatives so our inference
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of fine-scale structure is bounded by this limit. One explanation for the decreased
relatedness between established trees on Mount Mansfield in the two smallest distance
classes is the mixing of individuals with different ancestries in the genetic PCA within the
high elevation zone. Within the first and second distance classes on Mount Mansfield, 42%
and 41% of individuals had genetic ancestry in the Camels Hump PCA cluster (Figure 3.2),
again suggesting a larger influence of genetic exchange between mountains at higher
elevations.
Across life-stages, seedlings had lower levels of genomic diversity (Hobs) and
higher levels of genetic divergence across elevational gradients (FSC) compared to the other
two cohort classes (Table 3.1). Highly outcrossing forest trees are known to have high
genetic load (Angeloni et al. 2010), and highly homozygous seedlings can suffer from
significantly reduced fitness. Therefore, heterozygosity may be higher in the older lifestages because we collected cones while they were still closed, before viability selection
had a chance to remove genotypes with high levels of homozygosity. The established and
regeneration trees in this study contain multiple overlapping generations, and the
population may have experienced different selection pressures over time (Kalisz et al.
2001; Jones and Hubbell 2006). In contrast, the seedling life stage is comprised of a single
generation that had not yet been subjected to selection, perhaps explaining the reduced
divergence in this life stage.
3.5.2 Microgeographic local adaptation in quantitative traits
Decades of research provide evidence that local adaptation to current abiotic and
biotic conditions is common in natural populations (Estes and Arnold 2007; Leimu and
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Fisher 2008). For example, variation among populations in traits such as reproductive and
vegetative phenology, growth physiology, and stress tolerance is frequently observed in
common garden experiments, suggesting the action of long-term natural selection shaping
the correlation between traits and environments (Kawecki and Ebert 2004; Bower and
Aitken 2006; Eckert et al. 2010). Moreover, despite highly shared genetic diversity,
quantitative traits relating to growth, dormancy, and cold tolerance are often well
differentiated among populations of forest trees as demonstrated (QST > FST) in previous
studies (Jaramillo-Correa et al. 2001; Howe et al. 2003; Le Corre and Kremer 2003).
We found evidence that divergent selection within the dispersal neighborhood
across populations is strong enough to allow for fine-scale (microgeographic) adaptation,
as conceptualized and reviewed in Richardson et al. (2014). Most evidence of local
adaptation in wind pollinated trees comes from broad spatial scales (e.g., Keller et al. 2011)
with less attention focused at fine-spatial scales (but see Eckert et al. 2015; Lind et al.
2017). Moreover, many studies investigate fine-scale adaptation in herbaceous plant taxa
(Antonovics 1967; Caisse & Antonovics 1978; Anderson et al. 2015; Peterson et al. 2015;
Hendrick et al. 2016; Hämälä et al. 2018), and this phenomenon is still not well understood
in forest trees (but see Csillery et al. 2014; Firmat et al. 2017; Gauzere et al. 2020; Schreiber
et al. 2020). Here, we add to this growing body of literature, demonstrating that adaptive
genetic differentiation can occur despite high levels of gene flow.
While we saw similar patterns in phenotypic variation and broad-sense heritability
on both mountains, the robust signatures of fine-scale local adaptation were trait- and
location-specific. We found the strongest evidence of local adaptation in the timing of bud
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set and cold hardiness for seedlings collected from Mount Mansfield. These traits displayed
significant clines across the elevational gradient (Figure 3.4B, H) and QST > FST, indicating
greater trait divergence than expected by only genetic drift and gene flow across the
elevational gradient. QST estimates vary widely in forest trees and depend on the
geographic scale across which populations are sampled (Howe et al. 2003; Savolainen et
al. 2007). Nevertheless, consistent with our results, QST is often greater than FST for cold
adaptation and bud phenology. For example, across broad-spatial scales where the gene
flow-selection balance is less precarious, QST estimates for bud set and cold injury ranged
from 0.7- 0.9 for balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera) and sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis)
(Mimura and Aitken 2007; Keller et al. 2011). Yet in this study, despite extensive gene
flow across < 1 km of distance, we find divergent selection acting on these traits with QST
estimates of bud set and cold hardiness of ~ 0.76 and ~0.51, respectively.
Evidence of local adaptation was present but weaker on Camels Hump, where we
noted significant clines in the timing of bud set and bud flush (Figure 3.4A, C), but QST <
FST for both traits. The lack of repeatability across mountains suggests the gene flowselection balance is irregular and easily disrupted, for example by land use history,
demography, and differences in the magnitude of the climatic gradient. Therefore, traits
that are under very strong selection, as compared to moderate or weak, are likely to exhibit
local adaptation. It should be noted that we did not find a significant effect of genetic PC1
in the mixed-effect linear models. While there is some deviation outside of the 95%
confidence interval of trait estimates for those seedlings that were collected on Mount
Mansfield (colored blue in Figure 3.4) but genetically cluster with Camels Hump (colored
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red in Figure 3.4), this divergence does not seem to be driving the clinal pattern along the
elevation gradient.
Vegetative phenology, or the timing of growth initiation in the spring (e.g., bud
flush) and the cessation of growth in the fall (e.g., bud set), dictates a critical tradeoff
between growing season length and cold damage in temperate forest tree species (Howe et
al. 2003, Savolainen et al. 2013). Here, we find divergent selection fine-tuning bud set and
late summer/early fall cold tolerance -- traits associated with the end of the growing season
and the preparation for dormancy and overwintering, similar to other studies (Evans et al.,
2016; Zhang et al. 2019). These traits exhibited moderate quantitative genetic variation
(Table 3.2) corroborating previous estimates of H2 in the literature (H2 between 0.3-0.8,
Howe et al 2003), and confirming that part of the variation along the elevational gradient
is genetically controlled. While frost damage on young tissue in the spring may
compromise growth and resource acquisition during a growing season, prolonged
dormancy and inadequate cold hardiness may have a greater fitness cost in coniferous trees.
Forest trees may be afforded this flexibility in the start of the growing season because they
experience many over a lifetime. But in order to do so, they must appropriately sync growth
cessation for overwinter survival.
The lack of clinal significance and the observation that QST ~ FST in the timing of
bud flush have been previously reported for red spruce (Butnor et al. 2019) and other plant
species (Mimura and Aitken 2007). Here, we note that differences in bud flush, particularly
on Camels Hump, are due to allelic variations (significant and positive H2), but this
variation does not appear to be strongly differentiated across the elevational gradient. Yet
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recent studies have also noted significant differentiation in the timing of bud flush across
fine-scale elevational gradients for deciduous tree species (Csillery et al. 2014; Firmat et
al. 2017; Gauzere et al. 2020). One reason we did not find strong differentiation may be
due to the plasticity and influence of cumulative degree-days, a metric of warming
temperatures (Howe et al. 2003; Vitasse et al. 2013). As such, one year of data collection
may be inadequate to detect the environmental variation shaping this trait.
Height after two years of growth did not show clinal variation or strong phenotypic
divergence on Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield. In red spruce, like other seasonally
determinate species, height specifically may reflect a determinate growth strategy, such
that plants have a fixed and pre-determined number of stem units that they have to grow
each season (Hamilton et al. 2016). Studies have documented population and family level
variation in stem units (e.g., Bongarten 1986; Rweyongeza et al. 2003) yet variation in
these units does not appear to be highly differentiated between population groups in this
study. Broad-sense heritability (H2) estimates were extremely low, possibly reflecting the
close relationship between height and fitness (Merilä and Sheldon, 1999). Height has been
shown to be an important component of early-life fitness in red spruce seedlings
(Capblancq et al. 2021). Therefore, we would expect to see low H2 because selection should
constantly be favoring just the individuals with high fitness, thus reducing genetic variation
and heritability for traits closely allied to fitness (Falconer and Mackay 1996).
3.5.3 Climate change implications
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Ongoing climate change will likely expose forest trees to new and possibly stressful
climate conditions; consequently many forest tree species face the possibility of
experiencing climate conditions beyond their current adaptive optima (Davis and Shaw
2001; Parmesan 2006; Aitken et al. 2008). Red spruce is a temperature-sensitive species
(Beane et al. 2013) and may face adaptative challenges associated with climate change
(Blum 1990; DeHayes and Hawley 1992; Stephenson 2013; Rentch et al. 2016). In some
areas of its range, red spruce may be able to migrate vertically to higher elevations in the
face of a warming climate, while other populations will need to adapt in situ to survive in
locations where vertical migration is limited by elevation.
In order for long-lived, sessile trees to persist in a rapidly changing environment,
standing genetic variation must be available to facilitate adaptive evolution. In red spruce,
we found low to moderate levels of broad-sense heritability for most climate-adaptive traits
that selection can act upon to facilitate survival. Moreover, the extensive gene flow across
the elevation gradients, and to a more limited extent between mountains, found in this study
may buffer against the detrimental effects of climate change by maintaining the availability
of local genetic variation that may confer an advantage in a new climate (Davis and Shaw
2001; Aitken et al. 2008; Anderson et al. 2012; Kremer et al. 2012, Fitzpatrick and Reid
2019). Yet, gene flow can also constrain future adaptation by introducing maladapted
alleles (Crespi 2000; Blanquart and Gandon 2011; Kremer et al. 2012). The selection
observed for bud set and cold tolerance, however, has been strong enough to overcome
genetic dilution with maladapted alleles to allow for locally adapted populations. This
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suggests future climate change may also result in local adaptation if selection pressures are
similarly strong.
Utilizing existing adaptive variation, assisted migration (the movement of genetic
material through reforestation and restoration efforts) is one human-mediated climate
change mitigation strategy (Aitken and Whitlock 2013). Accurately selecting seed sources
to match the projected climate for a given locale is critical in reducing future climate
maladaptation. Seeds are often sourced from regional zones based on climate (e.g.,
minimum winter temperatures) and ecoregions without considering phenotypic and genetic
differences between populations within a zone (e.g., http://easternseedzones.com). While
there are robust climatic similarities between elevational and latitudinal gradients, relating
adaptive genetic traits to climate at fine-spatial scales can help improve seed transfer
guidelines within and across pre-existing zones.
3.5.4 Conclusions and future directions
Our findings suggest that fine-scale adaptation is not ubiquitous but rather
dependent on location, trait, and neutral demographic processes interacting with selection.
Utilizing genomic and phenotypic data, we show that red spruce dispersal distances
encompass the spatial scale of the selective environment (i.e., elevational gradient), yet we
see microgeographic adaptation in bud set and cold tolerance. This work highlights the
complexity of the gene flow-selection balance and also argues for a better understanding
of how anthropogenic induced climate change can alter the long-standing selection
pressures that would disrupt local adaptation across elevational gradients. We suggest that
it is important to consider fine-scale adaptive genetic and phenotypic variation when
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facilitating species level responses to novel changes in climate through climate niche
modeling, assisted gene flow, and assisted migration (Fitzpatrick & Keller 2015; JaramilloCorrea et al. 2015; Etterson et al. 2020).
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3.7 Tables

Table 3.1 F-statistics reflecting genetic divergence among mountains (FCT) and divergence among
elevations each mountain (FSC), separately. These analyses were conducted for each life stage, where
the established samples include the reproductive members of the population that generated the seeds
used in the quantitative trait study.

Camels Hump:
Mount Mansfield
(FCT)
Camels Hump
(Fsc)
Mount Mansfield
(Fsc)

Cohort
Established
Regeneration
Seedling
Established
Regeneration
Seedling
Established
Regeneration
Seedling

F-statistic (95% CI)
0.0026 (0.0007, 0.0053)
0.0029 (0.0010, 0.0055)
0.0024 (0.0003, 0.0053)
0.0001 (-0.0007, 0.001)
0.0008 (-0.0003, 0.002)
0.0017 (0.0003, 0.0032)
0.0009 (0.0003, 0.0016)
-0.0003 (-0.0008, 0.0003)
0.0038 (0.0007, 0.0079)
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Observed Heterozygosity
0.3228 (0.3092, 0.3365)
0.3211 (0.3079, 0.3343)
0.2864 (0.2733, 0.2995)
0.3116 (0.2982, 0.3251)
0.3139 (0.3006, 0.3279)
0.3003 (0.2871, 0.3138)
0.3367 (0.3233, 0.3509)
0.3311 (0.3172, 0.3449)
0.2814 (0.2686, 0.2948)

Table 3.2 Broad sense heritability (H2) and QST - FST estimates for traits measured on seedlings
grown in the common garden. We report the median and 95% confidence interval of the posterior
distribution for H2 and the half-sib estimate of QST - FST with the upper-one tailed P-value, which
represents the test of QST > FST. Bolded P-values indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05).

Trait

Mountain

H2 (95% CI)

QST - FST

P-value

Bud set

Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield
Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield
Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield

0.1427 (0.0000, 0.3572)
0.3227 (0.1107, 0.538)
0.2283 (0.0455, 0.4571)
0.2232 (0.0703, 0.3991)
0.0783 (0.0000, 0.2642)
0.0387 (0.0000, 0.2019)

-0.0473
0.512
-0.1622
-0.0184
0.122
-0.0107

0.8645
0.0217
0.9693
0.5459
0.1346
0.4789

Camels Hump

0.1859 (0.0108, 0.5048)

0.181

0.1103

Mount Mansfield

0.2656 (0.0179, 0.5317)

0.7624

0.0215

Bud flush
Height
Cold
damage
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Table 3.3 Results from mixed-effect linear and non-linear models testing for phenotypic clines across
the elevational gradient. Regression estimates reflect the fixed effect of elevation on each trait.
Bolded P-values indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05).

Trait

Mountain

Regression Estimate

Regression P-value

Bud set

Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield
Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield
Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield
Camels Hump
Mount Mansfield

-0.0447
-0.0585
-1.4425
-0.0055
0.0026
-0.0033
0.0664
0.2494

0.008
0.0039
0.0217
0.325
0.493
0.3797
0.3744
< 0.0001

Bud flush
Height
Cold damage
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Table S3.1 Results from mixed-effect models testing for phenotypic clines across the elevational
gradient and broad sense heritability (H2) and QST-FST estimates for traits measured in the common
garden. The seedlings used in this analysis include the PC1 outliers. Regression estimates reflect the
fixed effect of elevation in each model, with this effect on the asymptote cold tolerance of the logistic
regression models. We report the median and 95% confidence interval of the posterior distribution
for H2 and the half-sib estimate of QST-FST with the upper-one tailed P-value, which represents the
test of QST > FST. Bolded P-values indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05).
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3.8 Figures
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of red spruce needle tissue collected on Camels Hump (CH, triangle) and
Mount Mansfield (MM, circle), two peaks in the Green Mountains of Vermont. We sampled from
three life-stage classes in three elevational zones on each mountain: established trees (> 2cm dbh),
tree seedling recruitment (< 2cm dbh), and newly formed seeds which were grown into seedlings.
Values indicate sample size for each life-stage and mountain combination, with maternal tree
sample size indicated in parentheses next to the seedling life stage.
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Figure 3.2 A) Genetic structure among red spruce individuals revealed by the first two principal
components (PC). Each individual (N=815) is a represented by a point that is colored by the
mountain and elevation from which the sample was collected. B) PCA created without the cluster
of predominantly Camels Hump individuals (PC1 outliers) that clearly separate along PC1
(N=687). C and D) Identical PCA as in B) with Camels Hump and Mount Mansfield individuals
highlighted, respectively.
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Figure 3.3 Spatial correlogram of genetic relatedness relative to distance (m), with pairs of
populations sorted into 20 m distance classes. The Mantel correlation coefficient ranges from -1
to 1, indicating strongly negative and positive correlations, respectively. Relatedness was
significantly reduced in the first (r = -0.0256, P = 0.0114) and second (r = -0.0204, P = 0.0310)
distances classes for established trees on Mount Mansfield. Significant correlations, highlighted
in red, were determined by permuting the genetic distance matrix 10,000 times.
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Figure 3.4 Relationship of bud set (A-B), bud flush (C-D), height (E-F), and cold damage
(maximum electrolyte leakage) (G-H) across the elevational gradients on Camels Hump (left
column) and Mount Mansfield (right column). Points reflect the mean trait estimate for each
family and are colored based on genetic PC1 score, where negative values (red) associate with the
Camels Hump genetic cluster and positive values (blue) associate with Mount Mansfield.
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Figure S3.1 Genetic PCA displaying the relationship between maternal trees and offspring in the
PC1 outlier group. Each point represents an individual with different colors representing
different seed families from Camels Hump. Maternal trees are denoted by larger points and the
offspring are of the same color but are represented by smaller points. We did not sequence any
seedlings from maternal trees Low_01 and High_03 so there is only one point representing the
maternal tree itself.
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Figure S3.2 Relationship of bud set (A-B), bud flush (C-D), height (E-F), and maximum
electrolyte leakage (G-H) across the elevational gradients on Camels Hump (left column) and
Mount Mansfield (right column). Points reflect the mean trait estimate for each family (including
PC1 outliers) and are colored based on genetic PC1 score, where negative values (red) associate
with Camels Hump and positive values (blue) associate with Mount Mansfield. Regression lines
with 95% confidence intervals are plotted and the vertical, dashed bars indicate elevation groups
(low, mid, high).
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CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATING THE LINK BETWEEN THE SPATIAL
SCALE OF ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION AND THE EXTENT OF LOCAL
ADAPTATION AND PLASTICITY IN RED SPRUCE
4.1 Abstract
Climate is a well-documented driver of phenotypic variation and local adaptation
in tree species occurring at broad spatial landscapes (e.g., latitude), but fewer studies have
investigated the effect of climate on tree populations distributed across steep fine-scale
environmental gradients (e.g., elevation). Here we sought to discern patterns of local
adaptation and phenotypic plasticity, two mechanisms in which trees can respond to
climatic changes, in red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) populations that share similar climatic
pressures but at vastly different spatial scales. Replicated common gardens were
established at multiple sites along an elevation gradient in Vermont, and within each garden
we planted seedlings originating from 63 maternal trees sampled from a similar climate
gradient but at contrasting spatial scales: fine (< 1 km) and broad (~ 1600 km). Using the
climate transfer distance between family source and plant site climates to predict the
response of functional traits, we found weak evidence of local adaptation in early-life
performance traits among both spatial scales, but strong phenological (i.e., timing of bud
set and flush) adaptation in broad-scale families. Heritable genetic variation was found for
both local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity in families collected from fine- and broadspatial scales, yet phenological plasticity did not confer a performance advantage at either
spatial scale. Our results indicate that red spruce does show genetically-based responses to
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climate, but seedling performance was more severely impacted by cold temperatures and
freezing damage than by warm temperatures. Together, these findings help to understand
the spatial scale of local adaptation and the capacity for adaptive evolution, which are key
issues under ongoing climate change, as many forest tree species become exposed to
climate conditions outside of their current adaptive optima.
4.2 Introduction
Across heterogeneous landscapes, phenotypic plasticity and local adaptation are
important mechanisms that can allow individuals within a population to maximize fitness
in the local environment (Nicotra et al., 2010; Franks et al. 2014). Many populations have
responded to environmental and climatic changes through plasticity or adaptive evolution
(Franks et al. 2014), and these processes are not mutually exclusive (Nicotra et al. 2010).
However, the relative amount of phenotypic variation explained by these processes partly
depends on the spatial scale of propagule dispersal and the environments they inhabit.
For populations distributed across coarse-grained environmental gradients (e.g.,
latitude), abiotic factors vary on a scale that is typically larger than the dispersal
neighborhood. Provided a stable, yet spatially heterogenous environment, divergent local
selection is likely to exceed the homogenizing effects of gene flow and allow populations
to become adapted to local conditions (Linhart and Grant 1996; Sultan and Spencer
2002; Baythavong 2011). In contrast, populations inhabiting environments that vary at
fine-spatial scales (e.g., along a steep elevation gradient) will be more highly connected by
gene flow through pollen and seed, which has the potential to prevent or dilute local
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adaptation (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997). Moreover, environmental conditions are more
likely to vary within the average dispersal neighborhood at fine spatial scales, such that
offspring experience different environments from their parents, and consequently the
optimal phenotype to maintain fitness likely varies across generations. This is particularly
important for trees which show impressive dispersal ability through wind or animal
dispersed pollen and seeds (Rehfeldt et al. 1999; Petit & Hampe 2006; Savolainen et al.
2007). At short spatial scales, the homogenizing effects of gene flow may be too strong for
local selection to overcome, and as such, phenotypic plasticity may be favored, allowing
individuals to express different phenotypes in order to maximize fitness across a range of
environments (van Tienderen 1991; Sultan and Spencer 2002, Bradshaw and Hardwick
1989).
Reciprocal transplant common garden studies provide the classic framework to
demonstrate local adaptation and plasticity, in which genotypes collected from two
contrasting source environments are reciprocally transplanted and grown together in each
of the respective source environments (Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Franks et al. 2014). In this
design, a “norm of reaction” is used to describe the performance of each genotype in each
of the two planting locations, with the prediction that each genotype will attain its
maximum fitness when grown in its home environment. Likewise, variation among
different genotypes in their plastic responses across environments (genotype-byenvironment interaction, or GxE), provides a measure of the evolvability of plasticity.
When local adaptation is compared across a larger sample of source locations (> 2), a
transfer function can be employed as a continuous extension of the norm of reaction (Wang
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et al. 2010). Specifically, the difference in climate conditions between each source and the
planting site is used to calculate a “climate transfer distance” that can be used to assess the
performance of many genotypes that vary in their degree of climatic difference with the
planting site (Wang et al. 2010).
Range expansions following climate warming at the end of the last glacial
maximum (LGM) re-distributed many forest tree species along both latitudinal and
elevational gradients, providing for natural experiments to test the spatial scale of local
adaptation and phenotypic plasticity. Within these geographically expansive distributions,
tree populations often span strong environmental gradients and harbor considerable genetic
and phenotypic variation (Leimu and Fischer 2008). Climate has been documented as a
strong driver of selection leading to adaptive genetic and phenotypic divergence (Hereford
2009), and has been well documented for trees sampled across broad spatial landscapes
(Bower & Aitken 2006; Keller et al. 2011). Yet fewer studies have investigated fine-scale
adaptation and plasticity in trees, despite the common occurrence of tree populations across
spatially steep, highly heterogeneous environmental gradients (but see Lind et al. 2017,
Gauzere et al. 2020; Schrieber et al. 2020). As a result, less is known about the extent to
which shared climatic pressures at different spatial scales lend to similar or different
patterns of adaptation and plasticity in forest trees.
Red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) is a long-lived coniferous tree abundant in highelevation forests of the Appalachian Mountains in eastern North America (Blum 1990).
The core of the species’ range is located in New England and Atlantic Canada; however,
populations extend into the highest elevations of the Central and Southern Appalachians
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(Little 1971). This species shows strong signals of coinciding geographic and genetic
structure across the range, which was occupied as populations migrated north from a
southern refugium following the LGM (Capblancq et al. 2020; Capblancq and Lachmuth
in prep). Several studies have assessed phenotypic plasticity and genetic variation using a
range-wide collection of red spruce distributed across a broad latitudinal gradient
(Capblancq et al. 2020, Prakash et al. in review), but the relevance of adaptation and
plasticity at fine-spatial scales has been understudied (Butnor et al. 2019; Verrico Chapter
2). As such, red spruce is an ideal study system to investigate the spatial scale of adaptive
phenotypic variation.
Here, we sought to characterize the link between the spatial scale of
environmental variation and the extent of local adaptation and plasticity in red spruce. We
established replicated common gardens at multiple sites along an elevation gradient and
planted seedlings originating from 63 maternal trees sampled from a similar climate
gradient but at contrasting spatial scales: fine (< 1 km) and broad (~ 1600 km) (Figure 4.1).
This approach can indicate whether plant populations have locally adapted to past climate
and also allows for the quantification of heritable genetic variation that is necessary for the
evolution of local adaptation (G) and plasticity (GxE) (Franks et al. 2014). Moreover,
because individuals were planted into both warmer and colder temperatures compared to
their source climate, we were able to determine the impact of both warming and cooling
on the expression of climate-adaptive quantitative traits (e.g., bud phenology) and earlylife performance.
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Our first objective (1) was to investigate the spatial scale over which selection and
plasticity have shaped trait variation in red spruce. We hypothesized (H1A) that local
adaptation is stronger in genotypes distributed across a broad compared to fine-spatial
scales, where spatially restricted gene flow is less likely to swamp selection. Conversely,
phenotypic plasticity is stronger in genotypes at fine-spatial scales due to the higher
probability that offspring will disperse into different environments than their parents in
areas with fine-grained environmental variation. Moreover, irrespective of spatial scale,
fitness will be reduced when genotypes are exposed to novel climate conditions because of
a disruption of local adaptation. However, the magnitude of this reduction will be greatest
in genotypes collected from across the geographic range because they are more strongly
adapted to their local environments (H1B). For our second objective (2), we quantified
existing genetic, plastic, and GxE variation in quantitative traits to assess the evolutionary
(long-term) and plastic (short-term) potential of red spruce to respond adaptively to new
climates. Here, we hypothesized (H2) spatially varying selection maintains heritable
genetic variation for local adaptation (G), and phenotypic plasticity (GxE) in quantitative
traits, but estimates of genetic variation will differ between geographical scales due to
higher levels of plasticity favored along fine-spatial scale gradients compared to broadspatial scales.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Field collections and seed processing
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In late summer and early fall 2017, open-pollinated cones were collected from
mature red spruce across fine- and broad-scale geographical gradients (Figure 4.1). Cones
were collected from 31 trees across the elevational gradient (fine scale) on Mount
Mansfield in the Green Mountains of Vermont, USA. Sampling targeted reproductive trees
growing between the lowest (420 m) and highest (1129 m) elevations available to capture
a broad range of climatic conditions this species experiences locally (Figure 4.1). We
calculated a 5-year average (2013-2017) of mean annual temperature and precipitation
using the Daymet database (Thorton et al. 1997; Thorton et al. 2021) to characterize the
climate environment of the fine-scale trees. These data were then used to select a matched
set (N=32) of trees originating from geographically widespread sites (broad scale) that are
representative of an approximately matched climate gradient. Trees comprising the broadscale sample spanned from West Virginia, USA to New Brunswick, Canada, covering
approximately 9.6° latitude (Figure 4.1).
After field collection, cones were dried and seeds were extracted and processed at
the USDA Forest Service National Seed Laboratory in Dry Branch, Georgia. Seeds were
cold stratified at 4°C for six weeks and were germinated in petri dishes with wetted sand
in a controlled germination cabinet. Newly germinated seedlings were directly sown in a
randomized design in Ray Leach Conetainers (164ml volume; SC10R; Steuwe and Sons)
filled with Premier Pro Mix BX. In this study, we consider each seedling as a maternal
half-sibling (hereafter called family) because red spruce is a wind-pollinated, outcrossing
species and the identity of the sire is unknown. Seedlings grew in racks for 11 months in
the University of Vermont greenhouse, maintained at temperatures of 21–24 °C during 16-
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h light and 15–18 °C during 8-h dark periods, and the position of each rack was randomized
once per week. During this time period, seedlings experienced minimal selection pressures.
4.3.2 Common gardens along an elevational gradient
We established three raised bed common gardens at low (400m), mid (705m), and
high (1216m) elevation sites on Mount Mansfield (44.5437° N, 72.8143° W) during spring
2019. At approximately one-year old, seedlings were transplanted into a single raised bed
per site in a completely randomized design. At each site, we planted 250 experimental
plants (63 maternal families * 4 seedlings/family) spaced 10 cm apart, along with nonexperimental seedlings planted around the perimeter of the bed to buffer any edge effects.
One fine- and broad-scale family each only had 3 seedling replicates due to lower
germination rates. The use of raised beds helped to minimize confounding micro-habitat
conditions by standardizing soil conditions across elevations. To further standardize light
conditions across sites, we located each common garden in an open portion of the forest
canopy and erected a shade cloth structure (50% reduction in ambient light) at a height of
~0.6 m above the bed surface to provide consistent lighting conditions to this shade-tolerant
species. Each bed was filled with an organic mix of compost, topsoil and sphagnum peat
moss. Shade cloths were removed at the onset of winter 2019 after all plants reached
dormancy and were replaced in early spring 2020.
4.3.3 Calculation of Transfer Distances
In order to assess local adaptation and the response of red spruce transferred to
the novel environments, we calculated climatic transfer distances between each maternal
tree and garden site as follows:
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For the broad-scale collection, collection site climate was based on data obtained
from ClimateNA (available from http://climatena.ca). For each maternal tree, we used a
30-year average of mean annual temperature (1961-1990) to characterize the historical
climate. High-resolution climate data are not available for the fine-scale collections
spanned by the elevational gradient on Mount Mansfield. Therefore, we estimated the 30year mean temperature of each maternal tree’s elevation of origin based on a linear lapse
rate extrapolation between existing low and high elevation climate stations. Daily
temperature summaries for 1961-1990 were obtained from NOAA (https://www.noaa.gov)
for Burlington International Airport (101m) and Mt. Mansfield summit (~1204m).
Application of a linear lapse rate to predict local temperatures at different elevations in the
northern Green Mountains has been verified using multiple field temperature sensors
stationed on nearby Camels Hump (J. Butnor, unpublished). Across both spatial scales,
climate transfer distances were as high as 5.6°C, which encompasses the range of expected
climate change projections for eastern North America (Hayhoe et al. 2007; Guilbert et al.
2014).
To obtain the garden site climate for the years of growth, we deployed temperature
logging iButtons (Thermochron DS1922L-F5) at each common garden site. iButtons were
directly affixed to each raised bed at the end of 1.5m vertically installed white PVC pipe
with wire meshing and holes for ventilation. Temperature was logged six times daily and
was used to calculate mean annual temperature for the duration of the experiment
(September 2019 – August 2020).
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4.3.4 Common garden trait measurements
We measured several quantitative traits related to climate adaptation in trees,
including seedling overwinter damage, survival, height growth, vegetative bud phenology
(i.e., bud flush and bud set), and above- and belowground biomass. Observations were
organized within a database using Field Book v.4.2.1 (Rife and Poland 2014). The initial
height of each seedling was recorded to the nearest 0.5 cm immediately after planting in
the common garden and was used in conjunction with the height at the end of the
experiment to calculate height growth over the duration of the experiment. During the
colder months, seedlings, particularly at high elevation, experienced winter injury (here
defined as death of photosynthetic and structural tissue) that resulted in an overall growth
reduction. During spring 2020, we recorded this damage at each common garden using a
rank scale with discrete damages classes (0: 0%, 1: 1-10%, 2: 11-20%, 4: 21-40%, 6: 4160%, 8: 61-80%, 10: 81-100%). We monitored spring phenology 2-3X per week to
estimate the timing of bud flush, or when the bud scales had broken, and newly emerged
needle tissue was evident to signal the release of dormancy and the start of active shoot
growth. Data were recorded as day-of-year (DOY) and then converted to physiological
units of growing degrees days (GDD), commonly used in plant phenology studies
(McMaster and Wilhelm 1997). GDD was estimated as:
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Where TAVERAGE is the daily average temperature measured with the iButton at
each common garden, and TBASE was equal to 0°C. Cumulative growing degree days
(cGDD) were calculated by summing the GDD for each day from January 01 to the DOY
of bud break.
At the end of the growing season (fall 2020), we recorded the timing of bud set
(DOY), when the apical bud scales were clearly visible to terminate growth and signal
dormancy, and seedling survival. All seedling replicates were harvested and were separated
into above- and below-ground tissue, after which they were oven dried at 80°C for a
minimum of 72hr. For each seedling, we measured total biomass as the sum of all aboveground and below-ground parts. Measuring lifetime fitness is difficult in long-lived species
such as forest trees, so traits such as survival, biomass, and growth rate are often used as
proxies (Aitken and Bemmels 2015). Here, we use a multiplicative estimate of seedling
performance as a proxy for tree early-life fitness, defined here as survival x growth x
biomass, where dead seedlings contribute survival values of 0 and growth and biomass
traits were normalized with the rescale function in the scales R package.
4.3.5 Statistical analysis
Objective 1: Address the spatial scale of local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity
To test for local adaptation, we analyzed the effect of transfer distance on climateadaptive traits. Under the hypothesis of local adaptation to climate, we predicted that
families with the highest performance at each garden site would have a transfer distance
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near zero and decline with increasingly positive or negative transfer distances away from
zero (H1B). Thus, a quadratic model would provide the best fit to the data.
For each garden and trait, we fit linear and quadratic mixed-effect models with
maximum likelihood with the lme4 R package (Bates et al. 2015). Traits were regressed
against the fixed effects of transfer distance, spatial scale, and their interaction, while
including family as a random effect. We then subset the data into fine- and broad- scale
samples within each garden to determine aposteriori if overall significance in the full
model was driven by a particular spatial scale. We determined the best model fit (i.e., linear
vs. quadratic) using likelihood ratio tests (LRT) and significance of the fixed effect of
transfer distance. To take advantage of the full range of transfer distances afforded by all
three garden sites, we also applied the same modeling approach to the full dataset including
all gardens together, and with the addition of garden as a fixed effect to control for mean
environmental differences between the sites.
The formal test for local adaptation focused on seedling performance, our fitness
proxy, and is evidenced within each garden and spatial scale by a) significant support for
a quadratic response from the LRT, and b) a response maximum at a climate transfer
distance of zero (H1B). For individual quantitative traits (e.g., bud phenology), significant
genetically based clines suggest genetic differentiation in response to the environment,
which may reflect local adaptation but could also be a result of neutral divergence.
Regardless of trait, we used the interaction term of scale*transfer distance to determine if
the effect of transfer distance on the trait differed between the spatial scales (H1A). Here, a
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non-significant interaction would indicate that trait responses to transfer distance are
similar for fine- and broad- families.
We estimated plasticity for bud phenology traits and performance by calculating
mean trait values for each family in each garden, and then used these family means to
estimate plasticity using the coefficient of variation (CV):

Where for each ith family, σ is the trait standard deviation among gardens (N=3),
and μ is the mean across all three gardens. We used one-tailed t-tests to test for significant
differences (α = 0.05) between the two spatial scales, with the prediction that plasticity is
more important at fine-spatial scales because dispersal distances encompass fine-grain
environmental variation (H1A).
We regressed plasticity against the fixed effects of source mean annual
temperature, scale, and their interaction to determine if plasticity differences are related to
historical selection for higher levels of plasticity under certain climate regimes (H1A).
Specifically, we hypothesized families from colder locations, particularly from across the
elevational gradient, would show a greater magnitude of phenotypic plasticity because the
magnitude of climatic differences throughout the year is greater in more northerly/colder
climates compared to southerly/warmer climates.
Finally, to determine if expression of plasticity in the timing of bud set and bud
flush was beneficial to performance in this experiment, and hence adaptive, we modeled
family performance using best-linear-unbiased-predictions (BLUPs) as a response of
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plasticity in bud phenology traits. We calculated BLUPs by first fitting performance against
the fixed effect of garden and the random effect of family. This allowed us to test three
predictions: a positive, negative, or no relationship between plasticity and performance
would indicate adaptive, maladaptive, and neutral responses, respectively.
Objective 2: Quantify existing genotype, environment, and genotype-by-environment
variation
We quantified levels of genetic variation among families in trait means (G) and
genetic variation in plasticity (GxE) across all 63 families in the three common gardens
using lme4. We ran three models per trait to estimate variance components for fine-and
broad-scale samples separately as well as combined. The full model included the fixed
effect of environment (i.e., common gardens, 3 levels) with a random term of
(1+garden|family) that modeled families with random intercepts (G) and slopes among the
gardens (GxE). Statistical significance of the random effects of G and GxE were calculated
using likelihood ratio tests on reduced models that omitted the corresponding random
effect.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Objective 1: Address the spatial scale of local adaptation and phenotypic
plasticity
a) Effect of climate transfer distance on phenology and performance
Low and mid gardens experienced warmer temperatures compared to the source
climates for most of the families, resulting in positive climate transfer distances at these
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sites, while almost all families in the high garden experienced temperatures colder than
their source climates, resulting in negative climate transfer distances. Across all three beds,
transfer distances ranged from approximately -6 to +6°C and had significant effects on bud
phenology and growth-related traits, predominantly for broad-scale families (Table 4.1).
However, we did not find a significant interaction between transfer distance and scale for
any trait, indicating the relationship between climate transfer distance and trait expression
did not differ between fine- and broad-scale families. Overall, we found an impact of
transfer distance on performance (our proxy for early-life fitness), but the trend was similar
across spatial scales and did not reflect local adaptation. In contrast, we found strong
evidence of local adaptation for bud phenology traits and cold damage in broad-spatial
scale families.
Bud phenology traits showed negative relationship with climate transfer distance,
such that families originating from colder climates required fewer growing degree days
before flushing in the spring (Figure 4.2a) and set bud earlier in the year (Figure 4.2b). For
broad-scale families, higher heat accumulations were required for bud flush at low (P =
0.0507) and mid (P = 0.0421) gardens whereas bud flush for fine-scale families showed a
marginally significant trend only at the low garden (P = 0.0662). In contrast, bud set timing
occurred earlier only for broad-scale families and only when analyzing all gardens together
(P = 0.0086) and when families from both spatial scales were combined in the low garden
(P = 0.037).
Overwinter damage was most evident at the high elevation garden and resulted in
shoot dieback, specifically death to needle and stem/branch tissue near the apical
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meristems. As a result, damage was strongly negatively correlated with growth (r= -0.7524,
P < 0.0001) which corresponded to an overall reduction in vertical growth. At the high
garden, where seedlings experienced the most damage, decreasing climatic transfer
distances reduced growth for broad-scale families (P = 0.0133). Across all 3 gardens, we
found a significant quadratic relationship for fine- (P = 0.0342) and broad-scale (P =
0.0356) families such that negative transfer distances reduced growth, but growth was
maintained at high levels under positive transfer distances (Figure 4.2c).
Effects of climate transfer distance on overall seedling performance (Figure 4.2d)
were similar to vertical growth with two notable differences. First, unlike for height
growth, we did not find an effect of transfer distance on the performance of broad-scale
families when analyzing all 3 gardens together (P = 0.927). Second, there was a trend
towards a quadratic relationship for fine-scale families at the high garden (P = 0.0641),
where performance peaked at a transfer distance ~ -1°C and decreased with colder and
warmer transfer distances. This relationship was likely driven by the strong correlation
between performance and total biomass (r= 0.9787, P < 0.0001), and biomass also showed
a quadratic response to transfer distance for fine-scale samples at the high garden (Figure
S4.1.).
b) Phenotypic plasticity in climate-adaptive traits
Estimates of phenotypic plasticity were highest and most variable for plant
performance (CV = 0.537) compared to bud flush (CV = 0.12) and bud set (CV = 0.09).
Across all traits, the magnitude of plasticity was comparable and not significantly different
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between spatial scales (Figure 4.3a; bud flush: t= -0.204, df=55.311, P = 0.5805; bud set:
t= 0.2198, df= 60.997, P= 0.4134; performance: t= -0.0002, df=56.715, P = 0.5001). The
source climate of broad-scale families showed a strong, positive association with plasticity
in performance (P = 0.0171; Figure 4.3b). We did not detect a significant interaction
between source climate and scale in the full model (P = 0.2355), indicating that samples
from both spatial scales were similar in their plasticity~climate relationship, even though
fine-scale samples were not significant on their own. Lastly, plasticity in phenological traits
was not associated with source climate (bud flush P = 0.2852, bud set P = 0.0963) and was
not correlated with seedling performance (Figure 4.3c).
4.4.2 Objective 2: Genotype, environment, and genotype-by-environment
variation
Survivorship was high among all 63 families planted in the three gardens. At the
end of the study, all seedlings were alive at the low garden, only one seedling died at the
mid garden, and ten seedlings, each from a different family, died at the high garden site.
Significant among-family (G) effects were found for all traits, ranging from 1.64%
(damage) to 32% (biomass) of the total variation for individual traits (Supplementary
Information Table S4.2.). Moreover, significant genotype-by-environment (GxE) effects
were noted for all traits excluding bud flush and damage (Table S4.2.).
There was a strong, significant effect of environment on cGDD requirements (p
<0.001), with on average 650 GDD required at the low garden, 524 at mid, and 591 at high
(Figure 4.4a). At both low and mid gardens, however, genetic differences among families
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revealed higher cGDD requirements for families from warmer source climates (Figure
4.4a). We found significant broad-sense genetic variation in fine- (LRT χ2 = 17.244, df =
1, P < 0.001) and broad- scale families (LRT χ2 = 18.691, df = 1, P < 0.001), but no
significant GxE variation in either geographical scale, as evidenced by the few large-order
rank changes in means across sites (Table 4.2; Figure 4.4a)
Across geographical scales, the proportion of variance explained for bud flush
was ~58%, whereas these variables explained ~50% of the variation in bud set (Table
S4.2). We found strong genetic variation (LRT χ2 = 7.826, df = 1, P = 0.0052), which is
reflected in the high variability within each garden, with a difference of 48 days between
first and last bud set in low and mid gardens, and 38 days at the high garden (Figure 4.4b).
For families from both spatial scales, there was a strong effect of environment on bud set
timing (P < 0.001), with families in the high garden setting bud 31 days later than those at
low and mid. We found significant broad-sense genetic variation (LRT χ2 = 5.8072, df =
1, P = 0.016), and genotype-by-environment variation (LRT χ2 = 15.21, df = 5, P = 0.0095)
in broad-scale families, but not for fine (Table 4.2).
The amount of seedling damage from overwintering conditions was highest and
most variable at the high garden site and on average, seedlings experienced damage to 4060% of their photosynthetic and structural tissue (Figure 4.4c). At this site, families from
warmer source climates that were collected from the broad-spatial scales experienced the
most damage (Figure S4.2.). In contrast, we observed very little damage at the low and mid
gardens (< 1%), revealing a significant environmental effect on this trait (P < 0.001; Table
S4.2). While we observed little family control on damage at either spatial scale (LRT χ2 =
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4.699, df = 1, P = 0.0302; Table S1.2.), there was genetic differentiation in height growth
among families at both spatial scales (fine: LRT χ2 = 5.136, df = 1 , P = 0.0234, broad:
LRT χ2 = 4.73, df = 1, P = 0.0297), particularly at the high garden (Figure 4.4d). Likewise,
there was an overall trend of decreased growth that predominantly affected families from
warmer source climates in the high elevation garden, resulting in a significant GxE
interaction for fine (LRT χ2 = 12.623, df = 5, P = 0.0272) and broad spatial scales for
vertical growth (LRT χ2 = 18.462, df = 1, P = 0.0024).
Performance and total biomass had the highest proportion of total trait variation
explained at the family level (~32%) (Table S4.2.). Significant genetic variation (LRT χ2
= 82.086, df = 1, P < 0.001; Table S4.2.) was reflected in decreasing trait means as
elevation increased, yet without any pattern in source mean annual temperature or spatial
scale (Table 4.2; Figure 4.4e,f). Environmental differences in total biomass and
performance were significant across sites (P < 0.001), especially between low and high
gardens. The effect of GxE on these traits was evident in the norm-of-reaction plots, which
clearly show the variability among families in these traits in response to the different
garden sites (Figure 4.4e, f).
4.5 Discussion
Phenotypic optima vary spatially across heterogeneous environments because
differences in abiotic and biotic conditions impose different selection pressures. Plants
have evolved strategies to track these optima through local selection increasing the
frequency of beneficial alleles that confer a local fitness advantage (Kawecki & Ebert
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2004) and/or through phenotypically plastic responses to environmental cues that attempt
to produce an optimal phenotype during development (Via & Lande 1985). Whether
adaptation or plasticity is the more effective mechanism of producing adaptive phenotypes,
however, will partly depend on how a population experiences the environment – a
reflection on the balance between spatial variation in selection pressures and dispersal
capabilities. Here, we used multiple common gardens along an elevational gradient—a
complex environment with a high degree of abiotic heterogeneity over small spatial
scales—to evaluate local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity in red spruce populations
collected across fine (i.e., elevation) and broad (i.e., latitude) spatial scales.
Overall, we did not find conclusive evidence to support the hypotheses under our
first objective, such that local adaptation in seedling performance was not evident and
phenotypic plasticity was not significantly different between spatial scales. We did
however detect a strong signal of phenological adaptation in broad-scale families,
providing some support for H1A. Similarly, we found mixed support for our second
objective. Heritable genetic differentiation for local adaptation (G) and phenotypic
plasticity (GxE) was found across all quantitative traits, but the total proportion of trait
variation explained by G and GxE did not always follow our predictions of plasticity being
more prominent in fine-spatial scale families.
4.5.1 Weak evidence of local adaptation among spatial scales
Using the method of transfer distance analysis to assess the impact of a changing
environment on early-life fitness, we predicted that local adaptation would produce a peak
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in fitness at low (or zero) transfer distances, and fitness would decline with larger distances.
In contrast to this prediction, we found an impact of transfer distance on performance (our
proxy for early-life fitness) but this was relatively weak and did not peak near zero for
samples from either spatial scale (Figure 4.2d). Rather, families maintained high levels of
performance as climate transfer distances increased up to a performance maximum near +3
to 4°C, and only experienced a reduction in performance when grown in colder
environments compared to their source population (i.e., negative transfer distances). The
decline in performance was most pronounced in the high elevation common garden for the
broad-scale samples, suggesting colder not warmer temperatures impacted early-life
fitness, and this effect was stronger for broad- compared to fine-scale samples. While we
observed a significant relationship between performance and climate transfer distance, the
lack of a maximum in the response curve at low transfer distances does not support our
hypothesis (H1B). Instead, families from higher, colder elevations may be living at their
physiological limits and within suboptimal conditions in their home environments leading
to an adaptation lag (Rehfeldt et al. 1999; Evans et al. 2016, Li et al. 2020).
When looking at the response of performance to climate more closely in terms of
the individual components of performance, we observed a significant relationship between
height growth and climate transfer distances for both spatial scales, closely mirroring the
trend observed in performance. Our results suggest natural selection has not shaped these
fitness-related traits in such a way to maximize growth in the home environment in the
presence of low (i.e., across latitude) and high (i.e., across elevation) levels of gene flow.
Interestingly, biomass of fine-spatial scale families planted in the high elevation garden
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peaked at slightly colder transfer distances (~ -1°C; Figure S4.1), providing some evidence
that warm adapted seedlings might fare slightly better with a slight decrease in mean annual
temperature.
The generally positive effect of transfer distance on components of early-life fitness
suggests that red spruce does show genetically-based response to climate, but that
performance is limited more by cold temperatures and freezing damage than by warm
temperatures. Several studies support this overall conclusion. For example, in a similar
climate-transfer study based on ~80-year-old provenance trials in Canada, Li et al. (2020)
found tree size, particularly for northern provenances, increased when grown in warmer
temperatures relative to provenance. Further, winter injury and other cold-related damage
is known to cause growth reductions in red spruce that can persist for years after the initial
injury event (Kosiba et al. 2013), and tree-ring studies have shown generally positive
associations of radial growth with warmer fall-winter-spring temperatures (Kosiba et al.
2018). These studies together suggest that many populations of red spruce may show low
levels of cold tolerance, either because of pollution-related environmental impacts
(Schaberg and DeHayes 2000) or because selection only favors cold hardiness at higher
elevation sites (Verrico, Ch 3). Meanwhile, the positive response to transfer into warmer
climates suggests that spruce’s realized niche is offset in a direction that may be cooler
than its fundamental niche, perhaps driven by biotic competition with hardwoods at lower
elevation and warmer sites (e.g., Verrico et al. 2019). The positive associations between
performance and warming temperatures have also been seen in white spruce and Ponderosa
pine (Lu et al. 2014; Martínez-Berdeja et al. 2019). However, other studies provide
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conflicting evidence, including for red spruce in other parts of its range, where warmer
maximum and minimum temperatures during the growing season months were associated
with negative radial growth (Ribbons 2014) or reduced height growth of seedlings planted
into common gardens in the extreme southern part of its range (Prakash et al., in review).
Warmer temperatures are also known to reduce growth performance in other cold-adapted
conifers (Pedlar and McKenney et al. 2017). Collectively, these studies suggest the effect
of climate change on red spruce may be variable, from slightly beneficial at low to
moderate warming, to negative under conditions of more extreme or less predictable cold
snaps or higher levels of warming (beyond that shown in the current experiment).
While the experimental set-up in this study allows us to test for local adaptation,
there are some important considerations that should be kept in mind when evaluating the
evidence of local adaptation across scales in this experiment. First, the study period ran
from summer 2019 – fall 2020, and as such involved just over one full seasonal cycle,
while a typical healthy red spruce individual may live in excess of 300 years
(https://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/tree/picrub/all.html). Thus, the experimental
period was temporally short and may have missed infrequent but important selective events
that may be driving forces of adaptation. Likewise, the mean annual temperature was on
average 1.5°C warmer across all three sites compared to the 30-year average, which may
influence phenotypic responses differently than the average, slightly cooler climate.
Second, we only focused on stages of early-life fitness in young seedlings, and as such did
not evaluate important early life-history traits such as seed survival and germination in situ,
which have been found to be adaptive in other studies (e.g., Bischoff et al. 2006; Galloway
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and Fenster 2000), nor longer-term growth, survival, or reproduction. Obviously, seedling
performance does not adequately capture lifetime fitness. While site constraints limited our
ability to establish larger raised beds or plant at lower densities, which would have allowed
a longer duration, established provenance trials of red spruce provide key additional insight
into the longer-term fitness consequences of climate transfer (Wilkinson 1990, Li et al.
2020). These studies generally agree with ours, that cold injury is an important driver of
growth reductions, and that transfer to warmer temperatures generally resulted in increased
height and diameter after decades of growth in situ.
4.5.2 Phenological adaptation to climate in broad scale families
Our results showed strong evidence that past selection in different source climates
has shaped the timing of seasonal bud phenology traits, especially at broad spatial scales
(Figure 4.2a,b). This provides some support for our first hypothesis (H1A) and suggests that
geographically more restrictive gene flow enabled natural selection to shape the timing of
bud set and flush in populations across latitudes, but not at finer spatial scales where gene
flow is more rampant. Bud phenology traits are critical adaptive features in forest trees
such that the timing of bud flush and bud set must be synced with the local climatic
environment in order to maximize the growing season yet also avoid unfavorable seasonal
conditions (Howe et al. 2003; Savolainen et al. 2013). Increasing climate transfer distance
resulted in earlier onset of bud flush (Figure 4.2a) and bud set (Figure 4.2b) for broad-scale
families, with weaker evidence for fine-scale families. Specifically, families from colder
source climates required fewer cGDD before flushing and ceased growth earlier in the year,
reflecting natural selection favoring earlier release of dormancy at the beginning of the
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growing season but also earlier onset of dormancy at the end in preparation for winter. In
high elevation and northern latitudes, favorable growing conditions begin later in the year
and over a shorter time period compared to low elevation and southern latitudes, where
spring is comprised of longer growing seasons but also higher incidence of warm
temperatures outside of the permissive growing season where growth resumption would be
disadvantageous. As a result, selection has been documented to favor trees growing in
warmer environments to require more cGDD before flushing to safeguard against the
periods of unfavorable late-winter or early spring conditions (Thibault et al. 2020), while
trees in colder environments experience less mid-winter warmth and subsequently require
fewer cGDD to flush, which arrive and accumulate later in the year. Likewise, the timing
of bud set occurring earlier in the year for cold-adapted families is well supported in the
literature (Ingvarsson et al. 2006; Holliday et al. 2010; Soolanayakanahally et al. 2013)
While there was not strong support for climate adaptation of phenology at fine
scales in this study, others have found evidence of elevational clines in bud set sampled
across fine spatial scales. For example, a clinal relationship in the timing of bud set was
found for red spruce populations growing along elevational gradients in the southern
Appalachian Mountains (Butnor et al. 2019) and in the Green Mountains of Vermont
(Verrico Chapter 3). Likewise, fine-scale adaptive differentiation in bud flush has been
observed for sessile oak (Firmat et al. 2017) and European beech (Gauzere et al. 2020).
This suggests that phenological adaptation likely occurs across short spatial scales, but that
the expression of adaptive phenology may vary across years and/or experimental
conditions, and hence may vary in its frequency of detection. It should be noted that while
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evidence for climate adaptation was most evident for broad-scale families, there were no
significant interactions between climate transfer distance and spatial scale. Within each
common garden, broad-scale families occupied more of the climate transfer distance space,
particularly at colder transfer distances, compared to fine-scale families and this difference
may help to explain why climate adaptation was stronger for one spatial scale compared to
the other.
We also found that cold damage at the high elevation site severely reduced growth,
and that the magnitude of this reduction was relate to source climate, suggesting an
additional layer of climate adaptation to cold hardiness. Higher frequencies and intensity
of cold events have been documented as strong selective pressures on woody plants
(Strimbeck et al. 2015). At fine-spatial scales, artificial freeze tests have shown phenotypic
differentiation in cold tolerance in red spruce (Verrico, Chapter 3) and in metabolic stress
responses to freezing temperatures in an endemic tree of central Argentina (Schrieber et al.
2020). Collectively, these results indicate that tree response to repeated freeze/thaw events
are adaptive, strongly influenced by climate and can translate into elevational differences
in growth, needle damage, and survival in natural conditions.
4.5.3 Similar trends in phenotypic plasticity across spatial scale
Phenotypic plasticity, measured as the coefficient of variation for each family, was
found for performance and bud phenology traits, yet the magnitude of plasticity did not
significantly differ between spatial scales (Objective 1; Figure 4.3a). These results do not
support our hypothesis (H1A) that fine-scale families should display greater plasticity in
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quantitative traits due to the greater environmental heterogeneity encountered by seeds
dispersing along local elevational gradients (Alpert and Simms 2002; Hendry 2015), and
is in contrast to empirical studies (e.g., Baythavong 2011). The magnitude of plasticity in
bud flush, bud set, and performance varied among families yet higher plasticity in bud
phenology traits did not strongly correlate with higher performance in fine- or broad-spatial
scale families (Figure 43c). Indeed, our results suggest that plasticity is an expression of
how the environment may be impacting development, potentially in a neutral or negative
way, and not because it is helping to match the phenotype to its environmental optimum.
The ability to shift phenology earlier or later in the year, and subsequently changing
the duration of the growing season, can have beneficial impacts on population persistence
under climatic variability. Our results suggest bud phenology is moderately plastic and
responsive to climate, corroborating previous studies that found spring and fall
phenological plasticity differed among plant populations (Kramer 1995; Cooper et al.
2019). In order for plasticity to be considered adaptive, however, the differential trait
expression of a genotype must maintain or increase fitness in the new environment
(Thompson 1991; Conover and Schultz 1995).

However, plasticity is not always

advantageous (Kleunen and Fischer 2005). Critical requirements for the evolution of
adaptive plasticity include the presence of timely and reliable environmental cues
(Donohue et al. 2000), heritable patterns of plasticity, and limited intrinsic and extrinsic
costs (Hendry 2015). While we see heritable genetic variation for plasticity in bud set,
addressing the costs and reliability of environmental cues are beyond the scope of this
study. In addition, inter-annual variation is another potential cause of plasticity and variable
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selection that is not addressed in this study. Our findings coincide with the mixed empirical
evidence for adaptive, maladaptive, and neutral plasticity in plant species (Cooper et al.
2019; Prakash et al. in review; Donohue et al. 2001).
Populations and genotypes that experience the greatest variability in a given
environment are expected to be most plastic in traits adaptive in those conditions (Van
Tienderen 1991; Sultan and Spencer 2002). For example, plasticity is predicted to be higher
in northern and high elevation habitats that experience climatic conditions that are
extremely variable but also predictable. In this study, however, we found the opposite trend
in that broad-scale families from colder environments had less performance plasticity
compared to families from warmer environments. This finding may reflect physiological
correlations between growth and tolerance to freezing temperatures in the more northern
populations. As we’ve shown here, phenological climate adaptation is critical for plant
survival, and we may be observing a trade-off between adaptation and plasticity in these
environments.
4.5.4 Genotype and genotype-by-environment variation across spatial scales
Variance in quantitative traits is comprised of three sources: variance due to
genotypes (G), plastic variance due to the environment (E), and variance due to the
interaction of genotypes with the environment (GxE), with the last representing genetic
variation in phenotypic plasticity (Schlichting 1986, Thompson 1991). Trait patterns along
the elevational gradient were consistently controlled by the environment (E), whereas
genotype (G) and genotype-by-environment (GxE) variance contributed less consistently
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to variation among traits (Table 4.2). Genetic variation in plasticity explained the greatest
proportion of total trait variation in fine-scale families for only two traits (i.e., biomass and
performance) while family-level genetic variation in broad-scale families was greatest in
three traits (i.e., bud set, bud flush, and vertical growth). While we observed substantial
evidence for genetic variation that was moderately different between the scales (Objective
2), we did not find convincing evidence of higher levels of GxE along fine-spatial gradients
and higher levels of G favored in broad-spatial scales as predicted (H2). However, despite
the significant and consistent influence of environment on traits, we found significant
heritable genetic variation available to selection for shaping trait means (G) and phenotypic
plasticity (GxE) in families collected from fine- and broad-spatial scales (Table 4.2).
4.5.5 Climate change implications
The spatial scale at which long-lived organisms such as trees are adapted to their
local climate has immediate conservation importance under climate change. Temperatures
are predicted to rise across much of temperate and boreal North America by the end of the
21st century (IPCC 2013), causing many tree species to experience climate conditions
beyond their current adaptive optima (Davis and Shaw 2001; Parmesan 2006; Aitken et al.
2008). In Vermont, climate models predict a warming of approximately 3°C by 2050 and
5°C by the end of the 21st century (Hayhoe et al. 2007; Guilbert et al. 2014). Trees in
forested ecosystems are often sensitive to changes in their local climate, and this
vulnerability is further complicated by current and ongoing climate change, which is
occurring at a rate that is too rapid for many species to track via seed dispersal alone
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(Aitken et al. 2008; Bernier and Schoene 2009; Seppälä et al. 2009). Predicting the
responses of tree populations to climate change will therefore depend in part on knowing
(i) the magnitude of performance reduction expected under a given change in climate, and
(ii) determining how much genetic variation is present within populations for selection
acting on climate-adaptive traits. Consequently, addressing these genetic and evolutionary
questions is imperative to formulation of effective climate change mitigation and
conservation efforts.
Here, height and performance were maintained in warmer growing conditions up
to the 3-5 °C predicted for Vermont, indicating early-life history traits in red spruce may
not be detrimentally impacted by increasing temperatures with climate change. Our results
build upon a growing body of literature that has found this through dendrochronological
(Kosiba et al. 2018) and long-term provenance trials (Li et al. 2020), as well as the
recolonization of this species in lower, warmer elevations across northeastern United States
(Foster & D’Amato 2015; Verrico et al. 2019).
Assisted migration is an approach to mitigate against climate change in which
seed material is transplanted to climate regions where they are predicted to be suitable and
adapted in the future (Aitken and Bemmels 2016). The goal is to introduce pre-adapted
genotypes or increase genetic variation and evolvability so local populations can avoid
becoming maladapted under future climates. This approach often involves planting warmadapted populations to colder climates in anticipation of warming temperatures, but this
must be balanced against the short-term risks of maladaptation of southern adapted stock
transferred to cold environments. Our results suggest transfer of seedlings into colder
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climates than the source climates expose seedlings to risk of cold damage, phenological
mismatches, and reduced performance, all of which are significant concerns, and these
results corroborate previous studies that also found reduced plant performance when
transplanted to colder conditions (Bansal et al. 2015; Montwe et al. 2018; Midolo and
Wellstein 2010). Furthermore, the strong signal of local adaptation in bud phenology traits
and susceptibility of cold damage indicate it is imperative for future research to also
investigate species responses to colder climatic conditions as frost and overwinter damage
are likely to occur with increased climate variability and assisted migration.
We found significant G and GxE variation in bud phenology and early-life history
traits, indicating standing genetic variation that selection can act upon to lead to local
adaptation and/or phenotypic plasticity. We see this trend most consistently across spatial
scales for growth, biomass, and performance, while the influence of G and GxE are scale
and trait specific for bud set and flush. This supports red spruce seed sourcing from either
spatial scale in terms of maintaining genetic variation for quantitative traits, but
consideration should also be given to levels of genetic diversity and the negative impact of
genetic load and population-level inbreeding on early-life fitness (Capblancq et al. 2021).
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4.7 Tables

Performance

Vertical
growth

Bud flush

Bud set

Table 4.1 Climate transfer distance effects on bud phenology, growth, and performance among 63
families grown in the low, mid, and high common gardens. For each garden and trait, we report the
model type (i.e., linear vs. quadratic) that had the best fit using likelihood ratio tests (LRT), the Pvalue, and spatial scale (i.e., fine, broad) at which there was a significant relationship. For instances
in which there was no significance, we report the statistics for both scales combined. Significance was
determined at α = 0.05 (highlighted in bold).

High garden

Mid garden

Low garden

All gardens

Model

Linear

Quadratic

Linear

Quadratic

P-value

0.387

0.019

0.037

0.0086

Scale

Combined

Fine

Combined

Broad

Model

Linear

Linear

Linear

Quadratic

P-value

0.753

0.0421

0.0507

0.0762

Scale

Combined

Broad

Broad

Combined

Model

Linear

Linear

Linear

Quadratic

P-value

0.0133

0.1829

0.507

0.0342/0.0356

Scale

Broad

Combined

Combined

Fine/broad

Model

Linear

Linear

Linear

Quadratic

P-value

0.0408

0.276

0.338

0.0442

Scale

Broad

Combined

Combined

Fine
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Table 4.2 Genotype (G), environment (E), and genotype-by-environment (GxE) effects on each trait.
For each trait and spatial scale, we report the variance, the proportion of total variance explained (in
parentheses), and the P-value from the likelihood ratio test (LRT). G and GxE were modelled as
random effects and environment was included as a fixed effect. Bold text reflects support of
hypotheses.

Bud set
Bud flush
Growth
Biomass
Damage
Performance

Fine
Broad
Fine
Broad
Fine
Broad
Fine
Broad
Fine
Broad
Fine
Broad

G

GxE

E

Residual

47.87 (13.06%)
105.82 (15.57%) *
1278.13 (19.33%) ***
1309.60 (20.51%) ***
9.06 (18.67%) *
11.36 (20.72%) *
16.50 (31.60%) ***
15.53 (32.60%) ***
0.18 (2.25%)
0.07 (1.65%)
0.01 (32.40%) ***
0.01(31.42) ***

73.72 (20.12%)
295.00 (43.42%) **
2402.79 (36.34%)
2588.98 (40.55%)
18.25 (37.60%) *
22.16 (40.41%) **
12.64 (24.19%) **
9.21 (19.33%) *
4.45 (56.22%)
0.85 (20.10%)
0.01 (30.24%) ***
0.01 (25.89%) ***

***
***
***
***
***
***
**
***
***
***
*
***

244.86 (66.82%)
278.62 (41.01%)
2930.61 (44.33%)
2486.11 (38.94%)
21.22 (43.72%)
21.31 (38.87%)
23.09 (44.21%)
22.90 (48.07%)
3.30 (41.53%)
3.29 (78.25%)
0.02 (37.35%)
0.02 (42.70%)

* P < 0.05 ** P < 0.01 *** P < 0.001
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Table S4.1 Genotype (G), environment (E), and genotype-by-environment (GxE) effects on each trait.
For each trait, we report the variance, the proportion of total variance explained (in parentheses),
and the P-value from the likelihood ratio test. G and GxE were modelled as random effects and
environment was included as a fixed effect.

Bud set
Bud flush
Growth
Biomass
Damage
Performance

G

GxE

E

Residual

76.66 (14.75%) **
1276.65 (19.80%) ***
10.344(19.78%) **
15.94 (32.19%) ***
0.0984 (1.64%) *
0.0129 (31.92%) ***

179.73 (34.56%) **
2459.08 (38.15%)
20.66 (39.5%) ***
10.50 (21.19%) ***
2.6293 (43.69%)
0.0113 (27.92%) ***

***
***
***
***
***
***

263.66 (50.70%)
2710.56 (42.05%)
21.2911 (40.71%)
23.08 (46.61%)
3.2900 (54.67%)
0.0163 (40.16%)

* P < 0.05 ** P < 0.01 *** P < 0.001
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4.8 Figures

a

b

Scale
Fine (altitude)
Broad (latitude)

Elevation (m)
420 - 1129
383 - 1554

MAT (°C)
2.6 – 6.9
2.72 – 6.9

Distance (km)
0.709
1599

Figure 4.1 Collections of red spruce across its a) geographical range (broad-scale) and
b) an elevational gradient on Mount Mansfield, Vermont (fine-scale). The range in
elevation, mean annual temperature (MAT, °C), and Euclidean distance were
estimated for each spatial scale. Panels in b) reflect the sampling location on either
side of Mount Mansfield.
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0.1
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0.3
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3
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−6
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0
Transfer distance (°C)

6
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3
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0
Transfer distance (°C)

all

675
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Vertical growth (cm)

600
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Cumulative growing degree days (cGDD) at bud flush

675

Broad

high

15
10
5
0
−5
−10
−15
15
10
5
0
−5
−10
−15
15
10
5
0
−5
−10
−15
15
10
5
0
−5
−10
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Figure 4.2 Effects of climate transfer distance on a) bud flush, b) bud set , c) vertical
growth, and d) performance on red spruce sampled from fine- (yellow) and broad(blue) spatial scales. Trait values were averaged across half-sibs for each family in
each garden and are represented by points. The climate transfer distance was
estimated using mean annual temperature (MAT) and was calculated as MAT at the
garden site – MAT at collection site, so that positive transfer distances reflect warmer
site conditions compared to the seed source. Smoothed linear and quadratic lines
(shaded areas represent standard deviation) are shown for significant relationships,
with the color reflecting spatial scale. Black lines reflect significance only when both
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Scale

Broad

Fine

c
a
0.10
1.4
spatial
scales are combined, and dashed lines
represent marginal significance (P >
0.05).
0.05
Scale

Broad

Fine

Bud flush

1.2

0.00
−0.05
Performance BLUP

Plasticity

1.0

0.8

0.6

−0.10

0.10
0.05
Bud set

0.4

0.00
0.2

−0.05
−0.10

0.0
Performance

Bud flush
Trait
Scale

Broad

Bud set

0.00

0.05

0.10
Plasticity

0.15

0.20

Fine

b
1.25

Plasticity

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

2

4
6
Mean annual temperature (°C)

8

Figure 4.3 a) Estimates of phenotypic plasticity for performance and bud phenology
traits. b) Plasticity for seedling performance plotted against source mean annual
temperature (MAT, °C) in order to characterize the relationship with climate
variability, with the prediction that lower temperatures reflect enviornments with
higher variation and extreme temperatures. Points represent families and are colored
based on spatial scale of collection. A significant relationship was found for broadspatial scale families, which is represented by the smoothed linear relationship and
standard deviation (shaded area). c) Bud phenology plasticity plotted against the
performance best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) to estimate the adaptive (+
slope), non-adaptative (- slope), and neutral (no relationship) nature of plasticity.
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Figure 4.4 Reaction norms for a) bud flush recorded as cumulative growing degree
days (cGDD) and b) bud set recorded in day of year (DOY), c) percent damage, d)
vertical height growth (cm), e) total biomass (g), and f) performance (scaled estimate
of growth * biomass * survival). Each norm represents a family and points relfect the
average of half-sib seedlings within each garden. Color is coded based on source mean
annual temperature (MAT, °C) of each maternal tree.
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Total biomass (g)
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−6
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0
Transfer distance (°C)

3

6

Figure S4.1 Effects of climate transfer distance on total biomass on red spruce
sampled from fine- (yellow) and broad- (blue) spatial scales. Trait values were
averaged across half-sibs for each family in each garden and are represented by
points. The climate transfer distance was estimated using mean annual temperature
(MAT) and was calculated as MAT at the garden site – MAT at collection site, so that
positive transfer distances reflect warmer site conditions compared to the seed source.
Smoothed linear and quadratic lines are shown for significant relationships, with the
color reflecting spatial scale. Black lines reflect significance only when both spatial
scales are combined.
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Figure S4.2 Reaction norms for a) bud flush recorded as cumulative growing degree
days (cGDD) and b) bud set recorded in day of year (DOY), c) percent damage, d)
vertical height growth (cm), e) total biomass (g), and f) performance (scaled estimate
of growth * biomass * survival). Each norm represents a family and points reflect the
average of half-sib seedlings within each garden. Color is coded is based on the spatial
scale where each maternal tree was collected: fine (elevational gradient), broad
(latitudinal gradient).
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